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The Police Traffic Services Personnel Performance Evaluation 
System was developed by Dunlap and Associates, Inc., of Darien, 
Connecticut under two NHTSA study contracts (DOT-HS-5-01272 and 
DOT-HS-6-01386). Messrs. Edward W. Bishop, John W. Hamilton 
and John F. Oates, Jr. carried out both of these studies. 

This program was under the tecbJ.'l.ical management of the En
forcement and Emergency Services Division of NHTSA. Mr. Richard 
Frederick of that division had personal cognizance of both studies. 
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Foreword 

This technical report describes the second phase of a two-phase pro~ 
gram designed to produce a system for the evaluation of police traffic ser
vices (PTS) akl performed by a police officer at the patrolman/trooper level. 
The background of this phase, the technical approach that was followed and 
the evaluation system itself are described in this report. The systeln itself 
consists of two manuals and a number of data collection and evaluation 
forms. These have been pubLLshed separately and wiHbe available from 
the United States Government Printing Office. ], 

The development of this personnel evaluation system was sponsored by 
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration under its mandated re
sponsibility for the improvement and maintenance of highway safety through
out the country. By its sponsorship, NHTSA expects to improve traffic ser
vices generally and traffic law enforcement pa:t'i2tiiC:i;toly. As a result of that 
improvement, a higher degree of traffic law con:l.pliance among the driving 
public can be expected and thereby a reduction in the number and seriousness 
of trafiic accidents should occur. This chain of events, leading to improv-ed 
highway safety, has been demonstrated in a number of traffic law enforce
ment studies. The relationship between personnel evaluation and quality of 
PTS is simply that effective evaluation allows. the supervisor 01" manager to 
use and deploy his men mosteificiently. 

The Police Traffic Services Personnel Evaluation System, as the pro
duct of this study is named, is also applicable to two other areas of manage
ment concern: productivitity and overall traffic effectiveness. Briefly, 'Pro
ductivity of police officers is a matter of growing concern just as it is with 
regard to any other public employee. Escalating personnel costs force the 
police manager to attempt to maximize productivity relative to cost. To do 
that hE:, must be able to describe and measure job performance. Description 
and measurement of actual job performance are the chief characteristics of 
the evaluation system. As to the area of over<;llll traffic effectiveness, indiceS 

lInformatton about ordering the manuals and the forms can be obtained from: 
i 

Enforcement and Emergency Services Division (N42-13) 
NHTSA, Department of Transportation 
Washington, D. C. 20590 

ATTENTION: Mr. Richard R. Frederick 
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or rates of performance (such as the Enforcement Index) have long been used 
to assess the overall ef£ectivenes s of police traffic operations. The per
formance measures that are one product of this evaluation system can be 
summed to provide a single overall measure of the traffic unit (or the traffic 
performance of the whole department). The applications of this system to 
various management needs are discussed in the two system manuals. This 
report will note these applications only briefly. 

It should be noted again that this report is concerned with why and how 
the system was developed. The reader should refer to the manuals for a 
complete description of the system and how it works. 
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I. BACKGROUND 

The foreword to this study presents the rationale for NHTSA support 
of personnel performance evaluation applied to PTS. The association be
tWE;~en the evaluation system (as developed in this study) and improved high
way safety is also defined there. It seems unnecessary to elaborate those 
com.ments--good PTS improve highway safety and good personnel performance 
evaluation improves PTS quality. Therefore, this bapkground section will be
gin with a discussion of the first phase of this program which was devoted to 
the development of a job description and the the identification of tasks (com
ponents of the description) that could "become the ba.sis for an evaluation ays
tem. NHTSA in its request for a proposal to perform the first phase, said 
the following: 

"There are 14, 806 Sta1;e and loc'al police protection agencies 1 in 
the United States. Police protection as used here include enforc
ing the law, maintaining traffic safety, apprehending those who 
violate the law, traffic control, and traffic safety including re-
1ated traffic engineering (but not highway planning and engineerin.g;). 
These State and local agencies have ;437,811 full time elnployees, 
and 449,656 f.ull tilne equivalent employees for a total of 887,467 
elnployees. Z 

"Police traffic services functions include accident investigation, 
debris hazard control and clean-ups, traffic law eruo!'cement, 
traffic directi.on and patrol. It is difficult, if not ilnpossible, to 
estilnate how many of the total employees perforln all or any 
part of police traffic services functions. 

"What is generally not known with any degree of preciseness by 
the police adlninistrators, supervisors, and operational elnployees 
is the identificati.on and definition of the tasks periorlned which 
lnake up police traffic services. In addition, gradations of perfor
mance of the tasks are !lot known and have not been established. 

1Source: U. S; Departlnent of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Admin
istration. "Expenditure and Employment Data of the Crilninal Justice Sys
tem' 1969-1970. II 

2Source: U. S. Departlnent of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Adluin
istration. rrCrilninaL Justice Agencies in the U.S. Sununary Report, 1970. II 



l'In summ.ing the above, what does not exist in police protection 
agencies is an adequate evaluation system for the first Une super
ViS01' to evaluate those operational employee.s performing police 
haUic services tasks. Evaluation of the performance of the tasks 
can be done at the time of performance or after and should include 
the quantity and/ or quality of work performed. 

lIThe study should provide for development of a product that will 
be used for a future effort on gradations that will be a very much 
needed and essential tool for improving the quality and increasing 
the quantity of police traffic services throughout the many different 
police protection agencies in the United States. If 

The approach that was implemented by Dunlap and Associates, Inc., in 
response to that request was made up of four major tasks: 

1. Review of PTS, training and evaluation literature 

2. Collection, analysis and systhesis of information on 
PTS operations and training from police agencies 

3. Development of above iniormation into job descriptions 
of traffic services as performed at the patrolman level 

4. Identification and definition of factors in the job descrip
tions for evaluation. 

The study commenced with the literature review. More than fifty re
ports and documents were deemed relevant, and classified into four broad 
categories--traf£ic services, job description, personnel evaluation and train
ing. This review provided some information concerning the range of PTS 
duties and tasks and their commonality among law enforcement agencies. A 
much more detailed data collection effort was conducted by the study staff 
members through personal surveys of six police agencies, representative of 
jurisdictional responsibility, geographical location and missions. Using in
terview guides and structured survey forms, information was acquired from 
patrol" supervisory and command personnel concerning PTS operations, train
ing and personnel evaluation. Specific PTS functions, duties, and tasks per
formed by each agency were identified and estimates were obtained of the rel
ative importance of these functions. Information waf) also solicited from other 
agencies by mail or informally during visits conducted inconjunct.ion with other 
research projects. In all, information was obtained from eighteen state and 
local agencies. 
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Although there was basically good agreement among law enforcement 
agencies concerning what functions constitute PTS, specific definitions of 
these functions varied from agency to agency. All of these definitions were 
complied and analysed to distill out the elements, procedures and definitions 
of PTS that are common to all agencies. Through this process "universally 
acceptable ll definitions for five PTS functions were developed in terms of 
actual job performance (i. e. J in terms amenable to evaluation). The five 
PTS functions are: 

1. Traffic Law Enforcement 

The objective of this function is to deter and detect traffic viola
tions through enforcement. It includes patrol activities as well as 
general and selective enforcement of all traffic laws. This func
tion begins with the observation and detection of a violation; it in
cludes apprehension of and interaction with the violator, investiga
tion of the violation, and the enforcement decision and actions. 

2. Accident Scene Management and Investigation 

The objectives of this function are to provide for control and 
stabilization of an accident scene and to perform an investigation 
of the causative factors. The investigative part of this function is 
performed only in support of the police responsibilities for safety 
and enforcement action, evaluating countermeasure programs, de~ 
tecting and apprehending violators, and identifying problem areas. 
This function includes planning for and use of emergency procedures 
and vehicles as well as emergency medical services. This function 
can lead to enforcement actions. 

3. Traffic Direction and Control 

The objective of this function is to insure the safe and orderly move
ment of vehicular and pedestrian traffic. The function includes regu
lar duty assignments, such as at school crossings as well as traffic 
control related to emergencies. It encompasses whatever planning is 
performed by the patrolman as well as the actual manual control of 
vehicular and pedestrian traffic. Two important applications of this 
function are the control of traffic in an accident situation and the con
trol of traffic for special events. Traffic direction and control can 
lead to enforcement actions. 
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4. Court System Interaction 

The objective of this function is to provide police input to the ad
judication process. This function includes the preparation and 
presentation of testimony and physical evidence as well as other 
court-related activities. Only those court activities that arise out 
or traffic law enforcement are included in this description. 

5. Highway Service and Assistance 

The objectives of this function are: 1) to provide assistance to 
nlotorists who have encountered a vehide breakdown, or who are 
sick, lost or otherwise in need of assistance, and 2) to cope with 
such highway problems as debris blocking the travelled portion 
of the highway or inoperative traffic control devices. This is not 
a law enforcement function as such but can lead to enforcement 
actions that might arise out of the assistance situation. For ex
ample, a motorist. in need of assistance may be found to be under the 
influence and some appropriate charge could be lodged. The spe
cific activities that make up this function are generally concerned 
with interCl.cting with the public. The officer must be prepared to 
cope with a wide range of ernergency and unusual situations. A 
good knowledge of the local geography and emergency resources 
is required. 

The major end products of the first phase were job descriptions of each 
of the above PTS functions. These descriptions define duties" pr imary 
tasks, and tasks that comprise these functions. The job descriptions also in
clude an analysis of each duty, primary task, and task relative to five param
eters thCl.t affect its potential use as a factor for evaluation. These parameters 
are: 

The products of the duty, primary task, or task--i. e., the out
put. This may be an action taken by the patrolman, the issuance 
of a document such as a report or citation, Or an effect on some
one or something else such as a change in traffic flow. The 
activityl s products represent potential measures or indicators of 
whether the activity was performed and the quality of its perfor
mance. 

The observability of the activity and its products - -i. e. I an 
assessment of the means by which the activity and its output 
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can be observed and measured. Generally speaking, the more 
readily observable the activity is, the more suited it will be 
for use as an evaluative factor. 

The universality of the activity-~i. e., how common is it to the 
various police agencies and what is its intrinsic im,portance to 
the overall job of PTS. 

The training emphasis typically given to the activity- -t. e., the 
level of emphasis devoted to the duty, primary task, or task 
in current basic or in-service training programs. In general, 
the more training devoted to the activity, the more likely it will 
'be to merit careful evaluation. 

The gradations of performance that might be established for the 
activity--i. e. J the likelihood that accurate assessment can be 
made of the quantity and quality of performance based upon the 
observable products. 

The job activities description for each function, along with the analysis '.> , 

relative to the parameters, were combined into a liMo del Job Description for Q 

Pollce Traffic Services. II This model encompasses all PTS activities and 
the functional division is representative of typical duty assignments. Overall, 
the model is in good agreement with PTS descriptions prepared by other police 
research and operational organizations. Finally in the first phase, the model 
was subjected to a critical review by the Traffic Institute of Northwestern 
University. A mem.ber of the Institute staff serving as con6ultant to thP:::';::~
search team found that the model is complete and comprehensive and that it 
is structured in a way that would facilitate any application to police operations. 

The second phase in the deve lopment of the evaluation system was essen
tially a continuation of the analysis of PTS activities. The objective of the 
further analysis was to identify specific PTS job activities that could be incar ... 
porated into a valid, objective and quantitative evaluation system. The second 
phase was implemented under a separate contract. In a general description of 
the study to be conducted as the second phase, NHTSA said the following: 

"This project involves taking those (PTS) factors, i. e. I tasks and 
subtasks, that have been identified and defined in a previous study 
and identify and define gradations of performance for each of the 
factors. 
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11The gradations are influenced by the organizational unit, time and 
area of assignment. For example; the value of the gradations 
would be different for an officer assigned to the Patrol Division 
working ina predominantly residential area on the 12 midnight to 
8 a. m. shift than an officer assigned to the Enforcement Unit of a 
Traffic Division working in a predominantly business area on the 
12 noon to 6 p. m. shift or an officer of a State Highway Patrol 
assigned to an Interstate highway. In essence, the gradations 
must be sensitive to the time, area, and nature of the officer I s 
as signment. 

"Additionally, the gradations must be reflective of the quantative 
and/ or qualitative chal"acteristics of the factor (task or subtask) 
performed by the traffic officer and should be expressed in a narra
tive or numerical value or range of values. II 
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II. TECHN"ICAL APPROACH 

A. General 

The approach to the second phase of this program, i. e., the final 
development of the PTS Personnel Performance Evaluation System, was 
designed to build on and articulate closely with the first phase. Since 
Dunlap and Associates, Inc. I was the contractor for both phases, this 
objective was easily accomplished. Further, the approach was determined 
by the form and content of the PTS model job description (which has been 
described in the preceding section). 1 Also, the approach was affected by 
the requirement that the resulting system would allow a quantitative person
nel evaluation based on actual job performance. Some brief comments on 
this sort of evaluation will help the reader understand the approach that 
was taken. 

Personnel evaluation is an essential process in the management of any 
organization, but it assumes truly major proportions in those organiza~ 
tions that rely heavily on the action, the attitude and the appearance of the 
personn.el involved. Police agencies are outstanding examples of organiza
tions that are dependent on the quality and productivity of their personnel. 
Police work is not automated and very few important functions are routin
ized. The quality and the success of a police department are dependent 
on the effectiveness of its personnel in both mental and physical actlvitie.s). 
The human element is critical in both the regular day-to-day operations, 
as well as in the unexpected, emergency situations that arise in traffic and 
all other aspects. of the police officer's job. Therefore, police commanders 
and supervisors regularly assess how well their officers are performing. 
Whether this assessment is made intuitively, based on "feelings" about an 
officer, or it is made in a more systematic, more sophisticated way, the 
objective is the same: to determine how well each officer is doing and, 
taken together, how well the squad, platoon or department is doing. Thus, 
personnel evaluation is an important and continuous supervisory activity. 
However, formal personnel evaluation is usually associated more with peri
odic, administrative reviews than with regular operational or management 
uses • 

1 The reader who wishes a more complete understanding of the Model Job 
Description should obtain the reports of the first phase study: 

EvaluationFactors for Performance of Police Traffic Services, Final 
Technical Report and Model Job Descriptions (two volumes), DOT-HS-. 
5-01272, March 31, 1976., U. S. Department of Transpor'tation, National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration. 
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At perhaps the highest level of application, personnel evaluation can be 
used to develop an assessment of departmental performance. Specifically, 
the quality and quantity of PTS provided by a department can be represented 
by an aggregation of individual officer performance measures. In this 
applica.tion, an evaluation system should have factors that are common to 
all police agencie s but that can be measured by each department's own. 
unique standards of performance. This use obviously establishes some 
important, basic charactel'istics of the evaluation system. The te.chnical 
approach had to include these as objectives. 

Within a department, personnel evaluation can be used to help command
level personnel assess such things as the: 

Degree of compliance with policy or other standards. 

Effectiveness of selective or general traffic programs. 

Correlation betv:Teen PTS and highway safety (e. g., accident 
rate). 

In these applications the need is for evaluation factors that are both reliable 
and valid indicators of PTS as well as for objective, quantitative measures. 
Also, the need for a practical, adaptable format is suggested. 

At both the command level and the supervisory level, evaluation that 
will allow analysis of training effectiveness as well as training needs is 
required. For such training analyses, the evaluation system must have a 
diagnostic capability. It is not enough to know how well PTS is performed; 
it is necessary to identify the qualitative performance of specific activities 
so that the quality of training can be inferred. When applied to an indi
vidual, the system must help to identify specific, remedial counselling or 
training needs, and when applied to a program, it must help evaluate whole 
curricula or curriculum segments. Obviously, the approach had to reflect 
the need for qualitative diagnosis. 

At the level of the first-line supervisor, evaluation is part of virtually 
all supervisory decisions. Knowledge of how well a patrolman is perform
ing his duties is input for the sergeant's decisions about training, directing 
operations, planning and, to some degree, almost any other supervisory 
function. To illustrate, a man who has retired from active police work and 
now teaches police supervision has written a text on supervisionl and in a 
list of supervisory activities contained on about two pages, there are ten 
places where the need for performance evaluation is stated, directly or 

1 Iannone, N. F. Supervision of Police Personnel. Englewood Cliffs, N. J. : 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1970. 
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indirectly. Performance evaluation is a supervisory tool that has several 
applications in the day-to-day conduct of police work. Thus, the approach 
had to accommodate a system that is adapted to everyday p~actical use. 

In sti1l another context, the police supervisor is concerned with the 
measurement and evaluation of performance from the viewpoint of produc
tivity·. Productivity easily calls to mind the quota concept, but such an 
easy translation must be avoided. While productivity is concerned with the 
amount of work performed, it is equally concerned with the quality of the 
work performed. Productivity is a product of the ability of the patrolman 
and the opportunity which his assignment presents him. The still increas
ing number of vehicles on our country's highways and the increasing annual 
mileage sustain the need for more and better traffic services. At the same 
time, the cost of providing these services as well as the press of <>ther law 
enforcement activities require that each traffic officer must achieve maxi ... 
munl productivity. In perhaps oversimplified but realistic terms, more 
traffic services must be provided by the same or fewer patrolmen so that 
the consequence of greater productivity is inescapable. The -impact on the 
approach to this study is that the system must be designed to provide meas
ures that really define the officer's output and can be easily related to costs. 

One final point with regard to evah:lation as a supervisory responsibility 
relates to the basic nature of traffic services. Typically, traffic services 
are provided by individual patrolmen who are not under continuous, direct 
sUperVl.Slon. The highway patrol officer alone in his car on a patrol of many 
miles and the officer on a fixed post in an urban area are in many ways 
equally isolated and separated from direct supervision. Very often, either 
the officer on patrol or on fixed post has contact with his supervisor only 
at roll-call or in random or regular "spot checks. 'I Because of this isola
tion, the opportunities for evaluation by direct observation are reduced. 
Further, since the normal state of a traffic officer is isolation, then the 
appearance of a supervisor alters that normal state and the performance 
thus observed can be criticized as being non-normal. Obviously, an evalua
tion system must provide appropriate and reliable means for collecting 
performance data under these conditions. 

B. Specific Tasks 

Based on the considerations presented in the preceding section, a study 
plan was developed that encompassed four specific tasks! 

1. Identify and define evaluation factors (including gradations 
or measures). 

2. Design a system of forms and instructions for using the 
factors. 
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3, ,Pilot-test the system and collect and evaluate the results. 

4. Revise the system as required. 

The first task was obviously a direct continuation of the analysis that 
was used to create the job descriptions. In this task the PTS job was fur
ther scrutinized to identify the specific job activities that are essential for 
good PTS, can be observed or recorded, ca.n be measur'ed quantitatively 
and qualitatively, and can be evaluated :relative to departmental stand:iirds. 

The second task represents the application of general knowledge and 
e:x:perience in personnel evaluation to the selected factors. Also, the spe
cific evaluation needs identified for the PTS system (page 7 ) were 
brought to bear in this task. A complete package of all neces sary forms 
and an instruction manual was produced by this task for use in the pilot test. 

The pilot test was an attempt to conduct personnel evaluations using the 
system as designed in task two under as realistic conditions as possible. 
A representative sample of police agencies agreed to cooperate in this 
test. The selected sample covered a distribution of agencies by size, 
mission and geographic location. The departments that took part in the 
test are identified on the Acknowledgements page (page iii). 

The four tasks described above were implemented in a number of spe
cific activities. Taken together, these activities comprise the technical 
approach of Phase Two. The following narrative summarizes these activi
ties. 

1. Identify Evaluative Factors 

The first step in Phase Two was to analyze the data in the Model 
Job Description to identify those tasks having the greatest relevance and 
utility for evaluation. In the description, each task had been analyzed as 
to products, universality, etc. (see page 4). Based on those results, each 
task was now analyzed as to the following evaluative characteristics: 

Criticality--i. e., is the task of high, intermediate or 
marginal importance to the duty to which it belongs? 
In other words, is it critical to good PTS performance? 

hnportance to highway safety--i. e., does the task have 
a high, intermediate or marginal bearing on the police 
role in reducing the behaviors, circumstances and 
conditions that cause or contribute to crashes? 

Observability--i. e., how easy or difficult would it be 
for the supervisor to determine how well a patrolman 
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performs the task? Specifically, is the task directly 
observable, inferable from records or other data, or 
not observable? 

Face validi'o/- ... i. e., would the typical patrolman 
consider the task to be of high, intermediate or mar
ginal validity as an indicator of his performance? 

Utility to the supervisor--i. e., would the typical 
supervisor consider the task to be a strong, moderate 
or weak input to his evaluation of a patrolman's per
formance? 

The objective of this analysis was to identify those tasks that hav.e 
a high level of all five characteristics and are, thereby, most valuable for 
performance evaluation. To illustrate: one of the tasks in the model 
description is, llPlans patrol" which includes any formal or informal plan
ning the patrolman carries out in allocating his time on patrol among 
various activities such as moving patrol and traffic road checks. This 
planning task is critical to good PTS; it has an important effect on highway 
safety; it can be "observed" through activity reports; it is a valid indicator 
of performance to both patrolmen and supervisors; and, finally, almost any 
supervisor would consider it a useful indicator of performance. Thus, 
"plans patrol" is a good task to include in an evaluation system. 

The analYf3is of each of the tasks in the model description was 
done by means of a rating procedure. First, it was decided that each of 
the characteristics would be accorded equal importance. While arguments 
could be adVanced that one of these characteristics is more important than 
the others for performance evaluation, it was decided that these differences 
were too small to justify any elaborate weighting scheme. The project 
staff then rated each task'relative to each characteristic on a three-point 
scale as follows: 

1 ~ Low level of the named characteristic 
2 - Moderate level 
3 - High level or important 

Thus, a task that received a total of 5 (rated 1 on each characteristic) was a 
poor candidate for inclusion ill the system while one that received 15 was an 

. important c.andidate. 

Ratings were made by the project staff individually and, since no 
serious discrepancies were observed, the results were pooled. In spite of 
the staff's long experience in this study and in other poli.ce traffic services 
research, it was felt that the ratings should be independently confirmed by 
police personnel who have had operational eJl.1?erience in PTS and who are 
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currently active in some aspect of PTS. Therefore, three NHTSA staff 
personnel with PTS experience (and who are nOw concerned with traffic 
law emorcement studies) were asked to rate the tasks. Finally, the co
operation of the Traffic Institute of Northwestern University was solicited. 
They provided time for 52 students in the "Long Course" to make the same 
ratings.. There was generally good agreement among all of the ratings, 
anti it was decided that the modal valuel of all the ratings would be used 
as the finall'ating for each task/characteristic. 

Tasks that received a cumulative rating of 1 0 or more were 
selected £01' inclusion in the evaluation system. Because the model descrip
tion had been based on the most commonly accepted (and therefore most 
important) aspects of PTS, more than 90% of all tasks received ratings that 
were high enough to warrant their inclusion in the evaluation system. 
Further, these tasks were, as would be expected, components of the more 
important duties identified in the model description. Thus, it was pos sible 
to identify clusters of duties which were rated highly for evaluation and 
which were functionally related. There were eight such clusters that 
emerged and these were identified as "evaluative factors." Each of these 
factors was then associated with quantitative measures of performance, i. e. , 
the "productslt of the tasks, and with qualitative criteria of performance. 
The evaluative factors are defined as follows: 

Factor 1. Performs Patrol--This factor aids the supervisor 
in determining how well an officer utilizes his 
patrol resources in observing traffic to detect 
traffic law violations. 

Factor 2. Makes Traffic Violation Stops.--Thi.s factor allows 
the supervisor to evaluate the type of IItrafiic 
stopsll an oificer makes. 

Factor 3. Evaluates Violation and Selects Enforcement 
Action- -This factor permits the supervisor to 
evaluate the various enforcement actions result
ing from the stop as well as his skills as a traffic 
stop investigator. 

Factor 4. Issues Enforcement Action--This factor allows 
the supervisor to evaluate the type of charges an 

1 The modal value is that rating given by 50% or more of the raters., e. g. , 
if a particular task/characteristic was rated 1 by 59% of the raters, 2 by 
30, and 3 by 11, the mode would be 1. The chief virtue of the mode is that 
it indicates what at least half of the raters did and is not affected by a few 
high or low values as an average might be. 
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officer issues and his skills in following pro
cedures required to file these charges. 

Factor 5. Manages and Investigates Traffic Accidents-
This factor aids the supervisor in evaluating 
an officer's perfornlance of activities required 
to control and invesj!jgate traffic accidents. 

Factor 6. Prepares and Presents Traffic-R~lated 
Testimony and Evide~- .... This factor allows 
the supervisor to evc~luate the ultimate outcome 
of all; officer's enfor('!ement actions. 

Factor 7. Provides Highway Service and Assistance--This 
factor aids the supervisor in evaluating an offi
cer's performance oj: activities intended to 
assist the safety of motorists and other persons 
in the traffic environment. 

Factor 8. Directs and Control 'rraffic--This factor allows 
the supervisor to evaluate an officer's perfor
mance in traffic direction and control activities. 

2. Develop Pilot-Test System 

The eight factors became the basis for a draft of an evaluation 
system that would be tested under realistic conditions in the Pilot Test. As 
to method, there was no systematic procedure by which the draft system 
was constructed. Each factor and its measures were combined into a form 
for evaluation that reflected the staff's experience in good personnel evalua
tion practices. In addition, a manual of iustructions was prepared. It does 
not serve any useful purpose to reproduce the entire draft system in this 
report. There is included in Appendix A one sample form from the draft 
system that illustrates the approach that was followed. 

3. Pilot Test 

There were three distinct steps in the Pilot Test of the draft sys
tem: prepal:'ation, test, and critique. The prepar,fttion involved, first, the 
.selection of test agencies. This was coordinated With the NHTSA contract 
manager, but was determined largely by the experience and interest of tll.e 
agencies and, in some instances, by the contractorts experience with the 
agency in other studies. A total of ten agencies were selected and these 
were representative of state, highway patrol, and large and small munici
pal deparbnents (see page iii). The participating agencies were then, asked 
to follow specific instructions about the conduct of the test to insure that 
it wa.s conducted under realistic conditions. The agencies were also asked 
to make independent :ratings of the patrolmen whQ would be evaluated in the 
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test in order to compare results under the proposed system with existing 
procedures. Appendix A is a copy of the request sent to agencies for par
ticipation in-"oJ:-i~Pllot Test. The design of the procedure and the controls 
that were imposed to assure a realistic test are evident in Appendix A. 

In total, 29 supervisors used the system to evaluate all or a repre ... 
sentative group of the trJ.en under their comm.and; 109 officers were rated. 
The purpose of the pilot test was to validate the format and content of the 
system. The ultimate objecitNe was to insure that the final product would 
be a practical and valuab1e tool for any law enforcement agency engaged in 
traffic services. The pilot test spanned a period of three months. During 
the first two months, officer activity reports were collected by each agency. 
At the end of the eight weeks, the performance data was summarized for 
each officer and thr responsible supervisor initiated the performance rating 
using the draft system. At the end of the pilot test each supervisor was 
personally de briefed for any comments, criticisms and suggestions that 
could be incorporated in the final revision. 

4. Final Revision and Review 

During the final stage of Phase Two, revisions to the structure and 
content of the system were made as a result of the pilot test experience. 
Although the revision of the system content was relatively minor, major 
revisions were made to improve the format of the activity reports and fac
tor evaluation forms. Also) the initial supervisor's manual was divided 
into two separate volumes, primarily to separate the functions of manage
ment level personnel and first-line supervisory personnel in the use of this 
system. 

When these changes had been made, a staff member of the Traffic 
Institute of Northwestern University read and critiqued the Supervisor's 
¥anual and the system forms. A few further revisions were then made, 
and the final versiC'l1. of the PTS Personnel Performance Evaluation System 
was submitted to NHTSA. 
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III. RESULTS 

A. Introduction 

This section includes a discussion of the ultimate product of the study, 
i. e., The PTS Personnel Performance Evaluation System and a discussion 
of the results of the survey of supervisors who took part in the Pilot Test • 

The Pilot Test survey results will be discussed first since they were 
used in the design lnd production of the final version of the system. A copy 
of the interview form used in that survey is reproduced in Appendix B. 
That reproduction also includes a summary of the responses that were made 
by the sup~rvisors (both the frequency of responses and a condensation of 
their comments). In the discussion that appears here, these detailed 
results will be referenced and, where appropriate, they will be included in 
the text. The results of the survey relate to the following aspects of the 
system: 

The basic concept of the system, i. e., only PTS, quanti
fied, job performance-based. 

The design of the system for universal application. 

The validity of the system--can it really distinguish 
among police officers on the basis of their ability to per
form PTS? 

The utility of the ~Iystem as perceived by the Pilot Test 
supervisors. 

The format of the system, especially its acceptability to 
both supervisors and patrolmen. 

When appropriate, these aspects are considered for the system as a whole 
and for each of the eight evaluative factors separately. 

The manuals and forms that make up the system itself are described 
in the final part of this section. To help the reader understand the system 
better and to illustrate how it works, the forms are attached to this report 
as Appendix C~ It is felt that this report sbould not include reprodu.ctions 
of the manuals. The reader who wishes to read those should obtain them 
from the Government Printing Office (see page ii). The brief discussion 
of the system. included here emphasizes the features of the system that have 
been modified as a consequence of the Pilot Test. 
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B. Pilot Test Survey 

1. General Results 

Overa,ll, the Pilot Test showed that the concept of the PTS 
Personnel Performa.nce Evaluation System is a viable one. Further, it 
demonstl."ated thai: the system can work under a variety of operational set
tings, With regard to these broad issues, three-fourths of the supervisors 
in the test said that a separate measure of PTS performance would be use
ful to them in evaluating their men. Six out of twenty responses concerning 
the scope of the system indicated that it was "too limited" and that they 
needed to know more than just PTS. It is of interest to note that there were 
very few totally negative responses in this area. Most of the supervisors 
(75%) said the system was as good or better than the evaluation procedure 
they presently use. Slightly more than half said it gave them information-
both good and bad- -about their men that they had no'!: known before. In 
another question about t.he overall approach, 12 out of 20 supervisors said 
they would use the system if it were "modified sUghtly.11 

In summary~ the concept of an evaluation system for just PTS was 
acceptable to most of the supervisors; it seemed to be understood and the 
system itself worked for about eight weeks in each participating agency. 
It must be concluded, then, that the approach is sound and that, with the 
revisions that were generated in the Pilot Test, the system will be accept
able and workable. On balance, it must be said that there were a few 
negative reactions but there were also a few very enthusiastic positive 
:t°eactions. As with any new procedure, the system was no doubt viewed 
with some skepticism and, as evidenced by some of the responses, it was 
not fully understood. Based on the Pilot Test, the system was revised as 
to format and wording and was redesigned for easier use and understanding. 
There were no basic changes in content or approach since the test results 
clearly show that the concept is logically sound and workable. 

One common problem among all of the supervisors was that of 
understanding how the system works and exactly what they were to do. One 
aspect of the system in particular was troublesome. The reader will recall 
that this system is designed for universal application; it can be adapted to 
any department's n~eds or circumstances. During the Pilot Test, however, 
many comments were made to the effect that the system would be improved 
(01' become acceptable) if modified somewhat. Some words1 for example, 
were used on the forms or in the instructions in a way that was not clear to 
the supervisors. The supervisors seemed--at least in part--not to grasp 
the idea that the system can and should be tailored to each department's 
situation. In the revised system this aspect is strongly emphasized. 

Also, with regard to understanding, the most frequent criticism 
of the system was levelled at the manual or the "instructions. 11 It was said 
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that they were unclear, too long and too repetitious. Again, in the revision 
this problem was given special attention. The revised manuals are com
pact, highly readable and easy tounderstand. 

2. System Validity 

A major concern in the development of any evaluation instl'mnent 
is whether or not the instrument evaluates what it is intended to evaluate, 
i. e., does it have validity? In both phases of the development of the PTS 
Personnel Performance Evaluation System, every step possible was taken 
to insure that the job descriptions and the evaluative factors were complete, 
accurate and understandable representations of PTS. There is a high level 
of assurance that this is the case. The reviews made by experienced 
police officers, especially those on the Traffic Institute staff, were uniform 
in their agreement about the content of the descriptions. Thus, it can be 
safely said that the basis of thesystem--the evaluati.ve factors--are highly 
valid descriptions of PTS. 

Even after that assertion about validity, there :remains a question 
of whether or not the system actually helps to evaJ.'llate the performance of 
those factors. On a theoretical basis, there is no question that the various 
measures that were developed and the performance analysis are all valid 
parts of PTS evaluation. The measures and analysis procedure are drawn 
in large part directly from present police practices. Also, the measures 
and the whole procedure reflect good personnel practices. In spite of all 
this, one can still raise the question: Does the system really work? 

The Pilot Test was designed to produce an answer to that question 
in two ways: the supervisor's opinions about this system compared to his 
present system were solicited and, second, an attempt was made to com
pare quantitatively the results of this test to the supervisors'. independent 
ranking. The supervisors' opinions clearly suggest that the system is a 
valid instrument for PTS evaluation: 

Three-fourths of the responses were that the system 
gave them useful information about their men that 
they did not have before. 

sixty percent said they would elect to use the system 
either in addition to or in place of their present 
system. 

Seventy percent said they believed the system was 
at least as good or better than their present system. 

The following tabulation of responses also indicates the supervi
sors' perception of the validity as well as ~e usefulness of the system. In 
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connection with each factor, the supervisor was asked to rate how important 
the factor is in evaluating his men and then how useful the information was. 
Listed below are the factor names (as revised following the test) with the 
percentage of responses that indicate "somewhat" or "very" important and 
llsomewhat" or lIvery" useful~ 

% Responding 

Important Useful 

1) Performs Patrol 100 100 

2) Makes Traffic Violation Stop 100 95 

3) Evaluates Violation and Selects 
Enforcement Action 100 100 

4) Issues Enforcement Action 100 100 

5) Manages and Investigates Traffic 
Accidents 100 94 

6) Prepares and Presents Traffic-
related Evidence and Testimony 80 66 

7) Provides Highway Service and 
Assistance 74 68 

8} Directs and Controls Traffic 65 72 

In the second approach toward establishing validity, each supervisor 
was asked to rank his men in order from best to poorest with regard only to 
the men's performance of PTS. These ranks were compared statistically 
to the combined ratings that were produced by this system in the Pilot Test. 
The objective here was to compare system results to experienced police 
supervisors' judgments. While this is admittedly not a patent measure of 
validity, it is an appro:ximation that could be handled within the resources 
of this study. Ideally, this approach to validity would make use of large 
numbers of raters and officers, and the rating of each officer sould be 
performed by an independent expert (other than his regular supervisor). In 
this study neither of these conditions could be met. However. there were 
nine supervisors who evaluated five 01' more men apiece. That number of 
ratings is a bare minimum for statistical analysis. For these nine ratings, 
then, the supervisors' ranking was compared statistically to the results 
of using the system. The comparison was made by cOlnpilong a numerical 
score for each officer from the performance measures and performance 
analysis for each factor. These combined scores were then translated into 
ranks ~~i. e. I 1 = best, 5 = poorest, etc.). The two ranks were then cor
related with the following results: 

Correlation coefficients ranging from 0.10 to 0.98 
were obtained. All were posit~ve, whi,ch is to 
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say that there were no complete reversals between 
the two rankings. 

Three of these are statistically significant--ol', in 
other words, the other six correlations could have 
been affected by "chance" factors as well as by l'ea1 
agreement between the two rankings. 

It is of special interest to note that the three signifi
cant correlations came from state highway pat14 01s 
whose missions, of course, are very largely traffic
oriented. 

In summary, there is only limited statistical evidence of validity, 
but on a practical, working basis there is strong agreement among the 
supervisors who took part in the Pilot Test an.dr.he officers who helped in 
both phases of the program that the system is a valid, useful indicator of 
PTS performance. 

In spite of this apparent validity of the system and in spite of the 
careful revision of the manuals and forms, there may be some reluctance 
to adopt this system. This conclusion is based on the frequently stated 
opinion that the system involved "too lUuch paper workll and was "too 
detailed." There is a pa.radox here between the clear indication that the 
system is valid and does produce useful results and the feeling that it is too 
demanding- -time and paper work. Further, the reported time to use the 
evaluation forms was, on the average, less than an hour, and some com
ments were offered that this would be reduced as experience was gained. 
In other words, it is difficult to find clear consistency among the responses 
about specific parts of the system and the frequent overall comment that 
the system would not be used. Looking at all the re sponse s for a pattern, 
the following characterization of a representative attitude can be made: 

The system is seen to be a good and useful means of 
personnel evaluation but: 

It is an unknown quantity in te.rms of invest
ment of time and results over the long run. 

Simply being new, there is a reluctance to 
accept it without challenge. 

During the Pilot Test, the system was in addition 
to all regular duties and, thus, was seen as a 
burden on time and energy. 
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The essential conclusion that comes out of this is that, in order ipr 
the system to be more readily acceptable, the potential users must know 
more about it. This can occur through use or it can be made the subj ect of 
an educatiopal effort among law enforcement agencies. The process of 
learning through use of the system can be a slow one and may be subject to 
some errors of perception as was seen in the Pilot Test. Further, learn
in.g through use of the system means that the agency must elect to try the 
system in the first place, and the reluctance noted in the ,Pilot Test will 
certa.inly affect that decision adversely. It is suggested that a separate, 
active progra1;U of education about personnel evaluation and about the sys
tem itself is 'a more productive approach. 

In summary, the Pilot Test accomplished what it set out to do. It 
showed that the system was valid, that it could be made to work in day-to
day operations, and the test provided a great deal of practical guidance for 
the revision of the system. While there was some encouraging indication 
that the system would eventually be adopted and used, there was also some 
,reluctance about adopting the system. That reluctance can and should be 
overcome through educatioE. about PTS personnel evaluation. 

c. The Revised System 

The Ultimate result or product of this study is, of course, the system 
itself. Since the purpos~ of this Technical Report is to describe the devel
opment process, the complete system is not incorporated here. However, 
Appendix C includes the fourteen forms that are the backbone of the system. 

FolloVling the Pilot Test, the draft form of the system was revised to 
reflect the experience that was gained in that three-month period as well as 
to include the specific comments and suggestions from the field. As already 
noted, the concept of the system and the basic format (8 factors with quanti
tative and qualitative measures) remained unchanged. The revisions con
sisted essentially of the follOwing: 

Editorial changes to make word usage and definitions more 
universally acceptable. 

Separation of' "management and backgroun.d t I information from 
"supervisor guidance." This reduced the volume of material 
in the single manual of the draft version and also allowed the 
information for each audience (manager and supervisor) to be 
presented more directly and clearly. 

Based on the questions that were asked by the supervisors 
and the project staff's experience with the data forms, the 
User instructions (supervisor) were completely rewritten and 
all of the forms were redesigned~ This is, in effect, a 
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human-engineered design to insure that the system can be 
easily used. 

The emphasis on the system as a universal instrument--
i. e., one that can be adapted to any agency's PTS needs-
was increased and the background about the system concept 
and application was increased. This was an attempt to , 
overcome the apparently inadequate level of information in 
these areas. 

The reader is urged to examine Appendix C for an overview of the 
system as it has been published. Additionally, the complete system can be 
obtained as noted earlier (page iii) • 
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS 

It would be a11 but impossible to .conclude this final report without 
incorporating an observation about the program and a recommendati.on for 
its future. 

The two phases that made up this total program involved a substantial 
number of man-hours and established a close relationship between the 
project staff and many police agencies ;;-p.d personnel interested in the sub
ject of evaluation. Because of this, the staff has developed an almost pro
prietary concern for PTS performance evaluation. Also, the staff is aware 
that the original concept and approach, while not now part of regular police 
evaluation, represent extremely good means for establishing and carrying 
out personnel evaluation. The approach has been innovative and it has cul
minated in a practi,cal system of personnel evaluation. 

It is unfortunately often true that solid, innovative research such as 
this ends with the publication of a report. This project staff is aware of 
the need that exists in the field and knows the quality of the study and the 
final product. The observation is offered that it would be a substantial loss 
if the need were to be left 1l..'Ilfulfilled while this program stopped with the 
publication of the system. 

The recommendation is that NHTSA should make every effort to put the 
system in the hands of potential users and, further, to provide indoctrina
tion for use7~s as to the concept, the use and the applications of the system. 
It is recogniz.ed that the system manuals provide this kind of indoctrination 
for an interested reader, but it is apparent that some indoctrination must 
take place before the system will be sought out and adopted by a user. 
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APPENDIX A 

Pilot Test Memorandum 
to Participating Agencies 

The following page s are a reproduction of the 
memorandum prepared by the contractor to solicit 
participation in the Pilot Test of the draft PTS 
Personnel Performance Evaluation System. The 
design of the test, particularly the controls intended 
to insure a realistic and impartial trial, are des
cribed in Sections II and ill (Pages 2-7) of the 
memorandum. 
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PoUce Traff.ic Services Performance 
Evaluation Study 

III)(;kyrouml a .... 1 1'111 pOse 

Ounlap and Associates, lllc. ,is, UI,,\I'1' '::llI)Ua.::t to the \J.S, 
oep~r~ent I?f Tt'allspo1'lal ion, Nat Iillla I II i ';lhwar '1'1 aft 1" Safel~' 
Aclmlnlslral.lon, to develop a 1'01ice 'l'1'affic 8e1'v1.::es (PTS) Pel'
f/)rmanee Eval uat Ion Syst ern. ,'he eval ual: iOIl syst em is inlenae.r
to be used by a First-I ine supervisor to rale the PTS petfor
malice of an oCfiller undeJ: his command. 'l'he system is solely 
com;erned with the officer's pel'formance of hatfie fun.::t">ns, 
e.g., 

'rra f f Ic I,aw foil r II \"l'omt'nt 
Al','ltlenl Mallilyemenl and Invt'lit igat inn 
'rraf r it! IIi I'ect 1131\ dl\'\ ~"mt 101 
('<Hili System Inleldct.iol1 (relative tn adjlldh'ation ,)1 
Iraffic offenses) 
tliyhwilY Serv!,'" 811<\ /lssistan,'., (e,g., mntunst a58lt;' 
tal",e) • 

If the ulrte"r ill ,,,,siqnl'tI tt' i\ d,'s1qlhtl"d "Iatll,' tHvlSl')n 
(lr UIlIt, the IlYlIlfOm might l'lnvhl ... hill Intal 1"'rlt'lmAJ,,'e tatlng, 
If tl af fie fUIle-tillnB "1111111 j tule ullly it pal t 01 h1" j,'\), th., out,· 
put 01 the systf,m would be cumhint'd with ratll1'lS "' hIS ,,\h"1 
dut I ell to det .. rmine his tQtal P"I forma",'., eva) ""tllll1 , In t'lthl"t 
(,A9('. it is hup<"d thatl-he syah'm will ass\st Ill" slIl'('lvisOl In 
<:ompillng !!c"ural'a alld objective ratings of the 1'(,1 (onnal\l'e of 
his men. 

-I'ts" P'l'S pflorfn,tIQallf'C ('valuat inn syatem is hast'd upon nn .analysts 
nf til" sp.~t·1 til' dllt I .. Il .,,111 tallks tha t const i tllte t h" "hov<'-m<"n
t/'"H)ll t rattlC' tllll<:'tioIlB. 1l"v('lopment of th(' system. PI'E>s"ntly 1 S 
rWilrillg completinn. 'l'he n;')(1 st(!P WIll be to c-ondllC't a El.Iot. test 
ourillq which sup ... rvlsorB In participating law enfOl','!'ment agene-lell' 
will usc the sy~tpm to rat .. t~p ppwfotmance ot a rep10s('ntatlve 
grollp Clf the officers undor their rOmmill1rl. J>erf()t~nanC'e ratlngs 
nbtai.ned with l'lt(' t\('W system .... 11 t bp e-ompared wito tat 1ngB iot th(' 
BlIm ... ntfit~('rRJ obtain('d lIs.\t"J th ... rl<"piutments' C\lt'lPl1t eValUlltion 
proC','dureR, In .~dr1(~lnn, th!"! super-viRtHfI' commonts ('011<:'8Intl'9 to(' 
8)'S\""\'S pra<:th'alily and easc "t "Pl"il1icm will be eo\tcltell. 
Through the pllnt test, it is hope,i t llilt botb the Btten<)ths aoo 
weaknpSBE'S of tll(' IJeW Ilystem wi J I bt' ItllC'nVPt cd, so thllt it ,'an be 
r ... vlsed apptnprialely and ultimately w\ll R~IVO liB n v"lllable 
tnol for 1111 lnw f'l1fnt .... "'lllpnt ,1qpn(,"jPfl rllq~lqt~d in t1i\I'11(- tH'l\·}C"(lfl. 

'fhe fundamental requn'ements of the p110t test thU3 are 
threetolp! 

(11 The select10n by each department of a representative 
groups of off1cers (approximately 10-15 individuals) 
ea",h c-t wh,"ltr requlal'lr pel":orme f'oome 01' it:: of the I 

ab.. ... V(;>-~ l E tee. lrbff ~ c ::UnCl IOns. .. 

\:} Development of up-to-date performance rat1ngs (r&18-
tlve tc- I'TS' of these seleC'tea of£l.cers, uSlng the 
department's current evaluation procedures; the ra
t1ngs "all be supplied by the ofUcers' first-line 
superV1S0r(s) andior commander!s). 

(3) Poll6wlng a pllot test period of approx1mately 2 
m,~r,~hs d('" .. lopment of I'TS pPl'formanC'(' rallngfof 
thf's(' same ofi1cetOs ufll.ng the new evaluation system; 
InslructH'Il 1r. the use of the new system will be sup
piled to the superVIsors and commanders by Dunlap 
pel'sonnel pt.).or to conunencement of the pilot test 
penod, 

II, Struct!.Il'C 01 the Evaluat10n Sysl:em and Pllot Test 

Although dev(>lopment ot the PTS performance eval).lation sys
tem lS not complete, sufficient progress has been ~de to permit 
a gen(>1'a1 dlScusslon at t t·s atruc-ture. The system loIill consist 
of a numhet: (approxl.mately 0) of di.crete factors. Each factor 
represent.s a comb1.nat.lon of ·traffic flervlce-related tasks that 
are bellev(>d 1:0 he common to virtt..'Ally all departments. Taken 
togethpl, the total set of factors will represent the mAjor taskS 
requlred tal All 5 of the pteviously listed traff1c services func
tions. By l.ncorp.watl11Q diflC'rete factors, 1t is hoppd that the 
system wlll be 01 maxlmum use to all departments, regardless of 
the natul'e of their traffIC services aSll1gnments. Por example~ 
in some dl'partmentB principal responsibi1H.y for accident: manage
meni and lnvestigation might be assiqned to a desiqnatedAccident 
Inv.est1qat](>n squad; in eva).uating ·the performance of other traf
hc- officers not. ass1.gned to that squad the supervisor could de
lete the factol'ls) .appllcable to that function. ThuS, the evalu
at.lon system \oIi 11 be stnlctul'ed 1n such a way that it ~n be tai
lored to the needs ot each department. 

PDt: ea<:'h (actor, boUl. quantitative and quahtatiVe measures 
Oial'et:formance '-1ill be rlefined, The quantitative measures 101111 
1n leate the amnunt of per tOl'mance , i ,e., how often the patrolman 
l'",,·torm('c\ the ~ I\sks ""'P\'l's('tlted by the factor. 'Evel'\' attempt has 
\">('on ma<i.' t" (;<,,1 (,,-t. guant Hilt lva measures that use data cUl'rentl.y 
collected by most departments, e.g., counts of the number of cita
tHins issued I patrol mlles 109ged, appearAnces by the office):" in 
,'Oltlt • .,t". I!OW"'~'I'I, tn somp C'itSl'S " ... ,'rajn rlepartnlE'nts may have 
I.' II'~ ",.' t hl'lI 11,\f a,"" \ I p,ot H'tI I\nd 1''''1'<">1 t lnc; pI'oC'(>dul'('s 'n orde1' 
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to apply a particular quantitative measure. The qualitative mea
sures will indicate how well the officer performs the tasKS repre
sented by the factor. The qualitative measures require the super
visor to exercise his best judgment--based upon his personal obser
vations of the patrolman, review of this activity reports, and other 
pertinent data sources--in rating the adequacy of the patrol~n's 
performance on a scale of 1 to 5 (ranging from "out-standing" to 
"needs much improvement"). Although the supervisor ultimately is 
responsible for applying both the quantitative and qual,i tative mea
sures, it is anticipated that the quantitative data will be rou
tinely supplied by the department's record system, allowing the su~ 
pervisor to focus his attention on the qualitative measures. 

To bettllr illustrate the structure of the PTS evaluation sys
tem, a draft version of one factor ("conducts investigation of sus
pected traffic law violators") is attllched to this memorandum. 

During the 2-month period of the pilot test, data applicable 
to the quantitative and qualitative measures will be collected on 
each patrolman to be rated. At the completion of that period, two 
immediate superiors of the ~atrolman will independently apply the 
measures of performance to evaluate the patrolman. By using two 
independent evaluators for each officer, it will be possible to 
assess the inter-rater reliability of the system. Of cours;" each 
of the superior officers must know the patrolmen they are to evalu
ate, and have an opportunity to observe and review their ?erformance. 
Ideally, both evaluators should be first-line supervisorsl however, 
it is recognized that in many departments patrolman rarely are under 
the command of mo1:e than one first-line supervisor. In such cases, 
a senior commander (e.g., Lieutenant) could serve as the second 
evaluator. 

Prior to commencement of the pilot test, Dunlap personnel will 
visit each participating department early in December and meet with 
the individuals scheduled to perform the evaluations. Sufficient 
copies of the evaluative .factors will be provided at that time, as 
well as a detailed instructional manual. During this meeting, the 
evaluative factors will be discussed in detail, and any special data 
collection and reporting procedures will be identified. 

III. Current ReqUirements 

In preparation for the pilot test, participating departments 
are requested to accomplish the following: 

Select the officel::a whose performance will be evaluated I 

Select the sup,~rvisory and/or command personnel who will 
Berve as the evaluators/ and 

Conduct an up-to-date performance evaluation (relative 
to PTS) of the selected officers using the department's 
current rating procedures. 
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It should be noted that it is neither necessary nOr desired 
that Dunlap be furnished the names of the officers to be evalu
ated, nor the details of their current performance evaluations. 
It will suffice for the department to ~esignate each officer by 
a letter code (e.g., "A" through "0" fJ 15 officers are selected) 
and to provide a summary PTS perfo~nce rating for each desig
nated officer, using whatever rating categories currently are in 
effect (e.9" ·outstanding,· ·satisfactory,· "needs improvement," 
or whate~dr). However, it is requested that the officers be rank
ordered in accordance with their PTS performance ratings, Le., 
that the department indicate Which is considered the "best· from 
an overall PTS viewpoint (Number 1), which is the "2nd best" (Num
ber 2) and so forth. It is recognized that it may be difficult to 
assign relative rank-order numbers to individual officers, parti
cularly when they are considered to be of the same overall per
formance rating ca~egory. However, the rank-ordering will provide 
an essential basis for comparison with the new evaluation system. 
Naturally, the rank-ordering can and should only be based on the 
supervisors' and commanders' collective beat judgment of the re
lative quantity and quality of perfo~nce of the officers to be 
evaluated. 

Attachment 2 of this memorandum illUstrates the type of in
formation requested from tIle participating departments in prepara
tion for the pilot test. If possible, it. is requested that this 
information be provided by November 30, 1976. Of course, it is 
requested that the department r.etain a list of the officer name 
associated with each letter code to ensure that their current ra
tings can be compared with the output of the new evaluation sys
tem. 

Specific needs concerning selection of officers and eval~
ators for the pilot test are discuBsed belOW. 

A, Selection of Officers 

As stated previously, 10-15 officers will be rated on 
their performance of PTS duties during the period of the pilot 
test. Agencies that hllve 15 or feWer officers performing PTS 
dut'ies should select all of these officers. 1I0wever r agencies 
that have more than 15 officers p~rforming PTS duties should ran
domly select 10-15 officers from ,the entire group. See C. below. 
In order to be selected !\n officer should meet these pre-requisi
tes: 

1. Each officer selected must have been employed by 
the law enforcement agency for a period of time during which at 
least one formal evaluation was completed concerning his perfor
mance. 

2. Each officer selected must currentl! perform, as 
part of his job, some police traffic service funct on. That iB~ 
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during his normal duty tour he performs any or all of the tralf
fic functions. The five major functions performed in the area 
of Police Traffic Services are briefly defined as follows: 

a. Traffic Law Enforcement 

This function entails the chain of activi.· 
ties that begins with surveillance of vehicular and pedestria~1 
traffic and ends with an enforcement decision/action. The func
tion includes both general and selective enforcement activities, 
and :an be performed by patrolmen assigned to gener~l patrol 
(traffic, criminal, etc.) as well as patrolmen /I'ssigned specif1-
cally to traffic patrol. patrolman performance requirements in
cidental to this function include knowledge of traffic statuteu, 
obsE'rvation, detection of violations, evaluation of violations, 
formulation of enforcement decisions, and implementation of en
forcement actions. 

b. Court system Interaction 

This function entails the total set of acti-
vities s~~rounding the provision ~f police input to the traffic 
Violation adjudication process. Patrolman performance require
ments include recognition of evidentiary ~eeds pertaining to ad
judication of specific violations Celement of offense, admissi
bility, etc.), preparation of testimony and physical evicience,1 
and presentation of testimony and evidence. 

c. ~nt Scene Management and :D:?Vestiqation 

This function entails all activities under
taken to control ~nd stabilize an accident scene, and to iden
tify causative and contributing factors to the accident. The 
provision of emergency medical serviceH often takes place con
currently with performance of this function. However, emergencY 
medical service is considered a distinct police function whiCh 
is not a constituent element of PTS •. Simila!:,ly, a patrolman 
performing the accj~~nt scene management and investigation func
tion might essentj:ally::.!"-i~ltaneously perform traffic direction 
and control and/oJ: traffic law enforcement, but these, too, ar~ 
distinct function~. Patrolman performance requirements incidental 
to the accident scene management and investigation function in
clude knowledge of accident causes and investigation requirements, 
recognition of scene stabilization requirements, planning scene 
management and investi.gation procedures, and implementatlon of 
these procedures. 

d. Highway Servlces and Assistance 

This function entails act.i<vities incidental 
to aiding motorists in the event of illness, being lost, vehicle 
failure, etc. Again, in the performance of this function the 
patrolman may be called upon to conduct emergency medical ser
vices, traffic direction and control, or traffic law enforcement 
but these remain distinct functions. Performance requirements 
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incidental to the motorist assistance filnction include communi
cations skills and knowledge of interpersonal/public relations 
requirements. 

e. Traffic Direction and Control 

This function entails all activities under~ 
taken to ensure the safe and orderly movement of vehicular and 
pedestrian traffiC. The function may be performed as a regUlar 
duty assignment or, as mentioned above, in support of the motor
ist assistance or accident scene management and investigation 
functions. Patrolman performance requirements include knowledge 
of control/dir~ction procedures, evaluation of traffic flow, and 
planning and implementation of manual control of traffic flow. 

B. Selection of Supervisory Personnel as Evaluators 

The pilot test will require that two ~~pervisors evalu-
ate each officer's PTS performance. As stated earlier, it would 
be ideal if both evaluators were first line supervisors and if 
both evaluators were first line patrolmen in the group. This ~ri
teria is probably not possible. in such casell the second evalu-
ator can be a command level supervisor (e.g., Lieutenant). It is 
important, however, that each officer be evaluated by the same two 
supervisors during the pilot test. in any event, the evaluators must 
meet the~e pre-requisites: 

1. The evaluator must presently have some control or 
supervisory responsibilities of each officer he is rating. 

2. The evaluator must be aware of the police traffic 
services performEld by the officer he IS rating. 

3. The evaluator should have completed at least one 
formal performance evaluation of the peraonnel he is responsible 
to supervise. 

c. Ranijom Selectio: iJhnique 

There are a number of random selection techniques which 
can be applied in selecting the officers who will be evaluated 
during the pilot test. For example, the selection process might 
be to select every third name from .. an alphabetized roster of offi
cers. As the officers name is sele'hted, his qualifications are 
compar~ to the above pre-requisitee:'':'·,'if he meets the require
ments, he is selected ~nd his name is crossed off the roster and 
the selection process is continued. if he does not meet the re~ 
quirements, the next, third, name is selectea:--rr-is poseible to 
go through the roster several times before the entire group has 
been selected. Once the group has been selected, they will aerve 
as the study group for the duration of the pilot test. Any tech
nique utilized by an agency inrandolllly selecting ofticers is finet 
as long as it is, in fact, a random s~lp.otion technique. 

P. Development of Up-To-Date Performance Ratings 

As a final step':ln preparation, we desire an up-to-date 
performance rating of each selepted officer relatiVe to PTS. if 
the selected officer's performance evaluation was conducted within 
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the' last three months, it is possible to utilize this evaluation 
as the basis of tbe ratings and rankings discussed in the begin
ning of part III above. If, however, the officer has not received 
a recent performance evaluation, we ask that a current one be con
ducted using the agencies present rating technique and ·subsequently 
rate and rank these officers in accordance with part III above. 
Again, if possible, we would request that this be accomplished by 
November 30, 1976. 
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Attachment 1: 
Sample PTS Performance Evaluation Factor 

Evaluative Factor: Conducts Investigation of Suspected Traffic 
Law V~olators 

A. Exposure Measure: 

1. Number of suspected violator contiJ.cts 
during period of performance 

B. Quantitative Measures 

1-

2. 

3. 

4. 

C. Rate 

1. 

2. 

3; 

4. 

5. 

Number of suspected violators arrested 

Number of suspected violators issued non-
arrest citations 

Number of suspected violators issued 
written warnings only 

Number of contacts resulting in no en-
forcement action other than verbal 
warning 

Measures: 

Parcent of contacted drivers arrested 

Percent of contacted drivers issued non
arrest citations 

Percent of contacted drivers issued writ
ten warnings only 

Percent of contacted drivers arrested, 
cited, or warned (total of 1, 2, and 3 
above) 

Percent of contacted drivers for whom no 
enforcement action was taken 

D. Evaluation Relative to Standards: 

Each department will establish standards of 
performance relative to the exposure, quan
tity and rate measures, e.g., number of con
tacts, percent Cited, etc. 

,. E. Analysis of Performance Quality: 

data sources·: supervisor's observation; en
rorcement records; citizen comments, dispat
cher's log. 
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Attachment 1 
(Continued) 

numerical ratings: 1=outstanding; 2=better 
than expected; 3 expected; 4=needs some im
provement; 5=neeus much improvement 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

A proaches Vehicle and Violator: keeps 
ve 1C e occupants 1n V1ew t roughout ap
proach/ shows proper concern for his own 
safety; positions himself pro~erly with 
respect to suspect and vehicle; instructs 
occupants to remain within or exit from 
vehicle as appropriate. 

Interviews Violator: obtains necessary 
Ident1f1cation from suspect; follows 
proper procedures in Verifying suspect's 
identification; properly observes and 
evalUates suspect's appearance, behavior 
and condition, properly conducts formal 
and informal tests to evaluate driver's 
condition I maintains professional atti
tude and demeanor throughout interview. 

Examines Vehicle: follows proper pro
cedures 1n ver1fying vehicle ownership/ 
registration; properly observes and 
evaluates evidence of equipment/regula
tory violations when appropriate, re
mains alert for SUspicious/contraband 
material and evidence of other offen
ses. 

Collects all AtPropriate Evidence: Knows 
the elements a the offense; recognizes 
all facts, testimoI1,y, and physical evi
dence that are relevant and admissable; 
records and preserves all such facts, 
testimony, and evidence. 

Selects Enforcement Action: Conducts 
wants/warrants check; bases decision on 
facts of the easel knows and adheres to 
appropriate guidelines for enforcement 
action selection; demonstrates consis
tency; avoids being swayed by extraneous 
factors. 
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Attachment 2: 
Sample of Information Requested From Participating Departments 

In Preparation for the Pilot Test 

Officer Current PTS Performance Designated 
Code· Performance Rating Rank Order Evaluators 

"Ali Satisfactory a Lt. Able; Sgt. Baker 

"s" Outstanding 4 Lt. Able; Sgt. Bravo 

·C· Outstanding 1 S9t. Baker; Sgt. Bravo 

"0" Needs Improvement 14 Lt. Alpha; Sgt. Bravo 

"E" Satisfactory 9 Lt. Alpha; Sgt. Bravo 

"F" Satisfactory 5 Lt.. Alpha; S']t. Baker 

"G" Satisfactory 12 Lt. Able; Sgt. Baker 

"llN Outstanding 2 Lt. Able; Sgt. Baker 

"I" satisfactory 7 Lt. Able; sgt. Baker 

"J M Needs Improvement 15 Lt. Ablet Sgt. Bravo 

"j{" Satisfactory 6 sgt. Baker; Sgt. Bravo 

"L" Satisfactory 13 Lt. Able, Sgt. Bravo 

"N" Satisf.actory 10 Sgt. Baker; Sgt.. Bravo 

ON· Outstanding 3 Lt. Ablel Sgt. Baker 

"0· Satisfactory n Lt. Ab13, Sgt. Bravo 

~*~N~o~t~e~:--~D~e~partment has retained a list of n~es corresPonding to 
officer codes for subsequent compar~son with the new evalu-
ation system. 
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APPENDIX B 

Summary of Pilot Test Resul;.S! 

I. Introduction , 

As described in the body of this report, the Pilot Test was designed to 
tryout a draft version of the PTS Personnel Performance Evaluation 
System under field conditions that as closely as possible approximated 
actual use. Since it is anticipated that the system will be purchased from 
the Government Printing Office by the using agency, it was decided that 
in the ,Pilot Test the participants should rely largely on the manual and 
forms for information about the system. It was not possible, however, to 
achieve this condition completely. In arranging the administrative details 
of the test, the contractor staff had to brief the participants on the concept 
of the system and generally describe its operation. Thus, the participating 
supervisory personnel were given probably more information than they 
would have obtained through just their own reading of the manual. It is not 
felt that this is a serious violation--if at all--of the reaUsm of the test. 
Under actual conditions, it can be safely hypothesized that~ a command Or 
administrative officer would thoroughly review the system before it was 
adopted and then brief or Iltra.in" his supervisory personnel. In the Pilot 
Test, the contractor's briefing fulfilled this function. The final version of 
the system includes a management document designed for this same pur
pose. The officer responsible for implementing the system will use the 
management document as well as the system itself for his own indoctri
nation. 

The administrative conditions of the test have already been described 
in the body of the report and in Appendix A. Overall, the test conditions 
were judged to be a very good simulation of actual conditions. Obviously, 
using an evaluation system as part of a developmental study in which the 
results (i. e., the ratings) will not be reflected in any personnel records 
is inherently not realistic. However, among all the participants there 
was a universal attitude. that they would sincerely and honestly use the sys
tem as though it had been adopted by their departments. In spite of some 
differences of opinion about the concept, a fair trial was promised by each 
participant and every indication is that such a trial was delivered. It is 
impossible to quantify a degree of realism in studies such as this one. 
The best indication comes from the contractor's experience with a number 
of similar studies, which confirms that this was a fair and valid test. 

II. Nature of the Results 

As already described, ten law enforcement agencies cooperated in this 
test. They were guaranteed that"all the ratings that were made would be 
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kept confidential and that the rated officers would not be identified. Com
plete confidentiality was maintained throughout the test, and the test 
ratings have been returned to the departments. None of the individual rat
ings is discussed in this report. 

The results that are presented here are the responses made by each of 
the 29 supervisors who took part in the test. The responses were made to 
an interview that took place immediately after the test evaluations had been 
completed. A project staff member visited each agency after the super
visors had corflpleted all of their evaluations. The staff member met with 
supervisors singly or in groups as suited the convenience of the. agency. 
The interview was structured by means of a form that included questions 
about the concept of the system, each of the eight evaluative factors, the 
format of the system and the supervisor's reactions. The intent of this 
form was to insure that each supervisor was asked to react to or comment 
on each of the important aspects of the system. Also, this format permits 
the responses to be characterized and quantified which would not have been 
possible in an open interview. The form was not used to limit the super
visor's comments; each one was given full opportunity to express any atti
tude or make any suggestion he wished. It should also be noted that the 
project staff was likewise not limited by the form. The interview was not 
used solely to collect statistics about the system. The interview was the 
means by which the staff was given much practical advice about police 
evaluation as well as specific suggestions about content and format that 
could only come from experienced, working police officers. The statistics 
are simply a succinct way of describing the outcome of the Pilot Test. 

The res.ponses can be characterized as serious, impartial and helpful. 
Even though the test was an imposition on the time and energy of the super
visors, none of them responded with less than full cooperation and genuine 
interest. 

Ill. Survey Summary 

The following pages are a reproduction of the form used in the inter
view. The numbers entered on this copy are the number of responses to 
each of the questions. Not all of the supervisors answered all of the ques
tions and, in giving reasons for a response, some indicated more than one. 
Therefore, there is not a uniform number of responses to all of the ques
tions. What is more important than the actual numbers, however, is the 
ratio of the responses. The significant basis for reaching conclusions from 
the responses is the presence of trends as evidenced by the percentage of 
responses agreeing- -or disagreeing with some part of the system. The 
conclusions contained in the body of the report were reached on this basis. 

In addition to the frequency of the responses, this summary shows very 
condensed statements of the reasons or additional comments that were 
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given. The inte:nt of this condensation is to give the get,leral tenor of the 
comments. The useful specific comments have been reflected-'ln the final 
revision of the system forms and manual. Where a number is shown after 
a condensed comment, it denotes the total number of essentially identical 
comments. 

The remainder of this Appendix consists of the reproduction of the 
survey form with the frequencies of responses and the condensed comments 
entered on it. 
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l"')TS EVALUATION SYSTEM 

Post-TEIst Intcrvicw With 
First-Line Supen'isor 

Department.-=S=-, ..::lA:.:..:\IV\~W\:..:..!..::o....::V'..!-y.f-__ Nwnber of Officers Rated, ____ _ 
Intervicwee, _____ . ___ -=-T __ _ Date._,_n7 Inte1'vicwer. ___ _ 

A. General Concept--Focus on PTS 

The eVahll\tion system that we have developed concerns only the traffie 
services performed by a patrolman. The l>atrolman's job actuallyen
compasses many ro spollsibilitics and duties of which traffic work may 
bel only a part. The cvaluation system that you have pilot tested deter
mines how much and l in your opinion, how wcll the patrolman has per
formed traffic work independently of all other duties. Defore dh.c\\ssing 
the system itself, we would like to' hear your opinion about the general 
concept of the system. 

1. CO)lsidering the total responsibilities of your men. is it useful to you. 
as a supervisor. to evaluate an officer's traffic work intlelJCndtmtl)' of 
his other police duties 1 

yea.L£ No .s-
2. Why iE> that? (eheck all that apply) 

Useful 

.J.... their duties are mainly traUic-
oricnted -1. it at least gives some basis for 

-r-evaillation 
..:> highway safety is an impol'hult 
-- area of poliCE: work J- 1. am concerned about each aspect 

of a man's job ns well as his t9tall 
job 

Not Useful 

~ traffic is a minor part of our 
work 

J t.raffic Vlork is routine and 
--doesn't require elaborate 
S (separate) evaluatiol\ 

np.ed to evaluate the total job 
-- and not jmit onc part 
_I_we. must usc ~tandarc1 e.valu-

ation pr(l(,ctlu res independent 
pf job. M"ignmcnt 

Other reasons/relnarks,_-". __ -:-______ ,.--:-_-..,.'-:-_____ _ 
, f' 0(. 5' e • S h .""t.1!.v c::f- e't.t.-c. .... 

o 

3. 

II 

Please tell us, just b.riefly, what problems you think there would be in 
using a traffie evaluation system in your department: (check all that: 
apply) 

~ too restricted 
~ too detailed for only one aspcct 
A traffic considered of minor im-

portance 
oS'" woUld dc-emphasize other im

portant duties 

.1t too time consuming 

..!f:- conflicts with s~andard 
evaluation procedures 

Jl..... no problems at all 

B. Discllssio:1 of Specific' Factors 

Briefly-, let's review each of the Factor Evaluation Forms that we have. 

B-hConducts Surveillance of Traffic, 

deals with the officer's use of patrol techniques to observe and 
monitor vehicular and pedestdan traffic. , 

1. In evaluating the officer's traffic work, how important do you consitler 
this activity to be? Would you say it is: 

very important"&' someWhat important~ not very important~ 

z. 

3. As a supervisor, do ycm !ilvl. this information is vcry useful, somewhat 
useful, or not very \15cful for e\'<1111a,tlng tll<:l officer's performance? 

v(:ry uscful-1L somewhat \lsr.£\11~ not vcry uscfuL£ 

-2.-

, , 
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4. Were there any items on UUII form that you didn't wldersta.nd 01' had 
problems interprcUl1g? 

Yes g' NO-1.£. 
(If Yes. which items. and what was the proplem? ),..,.... ________ _ 
.'D.±\»i\.\p,,",s o-t SO--.e. ..... D'l.1r Vi'S 

5. When you established the standards of performance for this form, did 
you usc the same standards [or all of your men? 

Yes S- NO-L!t. 
(If ~ why did you choose different standards for different OffiCC1'S?) 

/ I different requirements for different beats/duty tours 
-:3' different expectations pased on officer's experience 
..!J!. different expectations based on officel"s capability 

other reasons/remarks ____________________________ __ 

(If Yes, why did you use the s'arne standards for all of your men?) 

~ dep"rtment pOlicy/set by higher eommand levels 
-:§' equal and fair lor all 
.....L all worlted essentially the same ,beats/tours 
~ needs arc thQ same for all bcats/toul'S 
g too complex/time consuming to tailor .standards 

Other rcasons/relnarks ________________ ~ ______________________ __ 

6. How did you establish the standards? 

...£department hw; specified standards (policy) 
~past hbtory of officers' pedol."mance (e. g., average) 
.L.Q. tied in with trnffic volume 
,£tied itl with. accident frequency 
..L2:Jny oWn experience/gut feeling 

Other ways / remarlts'_71_:-;-___ :--:---:-___________ _ 

• A ..t~"""Q..j II! t?.£ of; k c- ...... ~! 't j ~u"'r 

7. Did you inform your men of the standards you set? 

Yes~No~ 

(If Yes, when did you inform them?) 

....2:,..prior to this pilot test (standardll were already in [ol'ce) -=- at the beginning of this pilot test ' 

..=.. part~way through the pilot Lest 

OthertUrte/remarlts ________________________________ __ 

(If No, why dldn1t you inform theml?) 

" they alrea(ly knew what I expected of them 
-:Jl this was only a trial period 
~ if they know tht1 stanclat:d. that's all they'll do 
~, don't want any impl'ession ot a quota., IilY,stem 
~ don't wish to limit their own initiative 

Other rensons/rcmarks ________________________________________ _ 
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8. Did YOll have any problems or difIiculties ill rating the pedol'mance of 
your men nlling the items on the l'everse side of the form? 

Yes~ No 1tJ-

(If Yes, please describe these problems.) 

-- instructions unclear 
-:;- too mallY descriptors to consider 
~ descrip~ors vague or not relevant 
-L too many scale values (difficUlt to decide) 
~difficUl~.~o observe or infer -=- some important descriptors missing 

Bcale val\lt~s difficult to understand 

Other problems/remarks. ___________________________________ _ 
_________ i, 

9. Wiaich of tl1e following items on this form are not relevant to evaluating 
an officer's traffic work? 

(Any item within each) 
A. Expos.ure Measures 
B. Quantity Measures 
C. Rate Measures 
D. Application of Performance Standards 
E. Performance Rating 

Not Relevant 
I 

.3 
S 

-1 

10. Have we left out any items that should lJe 011 this !orm? l'hat is, is there 
some other information that a supervisor needs to evaluate an officer's 
performance of this activity? 

Yea~~_ No IU ( . . '-I-f-
(IT Yes, what have WI; left out nnel why is it l1eec1.~d?) 
-1Je.e.1. vn9ye S rAe.::. fl!l'l" Ce> ............ !:..~'t.l-=-esplllc.iAtly f:t, 

6= W-'~,.uL(=:-i~- -t .... I\Hic.. t.\"",L G31.. . 
• 0_ f"t ~ :b!L ~ !-,UU=~ ~ t2 f p~ i:. -.:~ I 9. t.=t.l!!-Lt.u.s 

---____ -.:.YA:.uo~±L...~~b~ ~.::_ ~ V\. £ (l of' m· ._--

11. Did the manual provide adeq\.late instructions for U!ling this form? 

yes.J.!:L No-=i-
{Ii No, whal was unclear?) 
fI tI\ 0.\\ lA",1 IA S<!' $ ot i f,:.-,-r-k-,,..-:"I -!;-.,v-o-.... --,cl .. s---t;-b-p-""'--uc.--h---

B-2:Dewcts and Apprehends Suspected Traffic Law Violators 

deals with the contacts that an officer makes while conducting traffic 
surveillance. 

1. In evaluating the ofiicer's traffic work, how important do you consider 
this activity to be? WoUld you say it is: 

very important~ somewhat important~ not ",cry iroportant __ _ 

Z. What specific things do you find out about an officer's performance when 
you use this evaluation form? 

3. As a·supervisor. do you find this informatio)1 is very useful. somewhat 
usefUl, or not very usefUl for evaluating the officer's pi}r1ormance? 

very usefUl~ someWhat uscful--2- not very useful---L-

4. Were there any items on this form that you didn't understand or had 
problems interpreting? . 

Yes..£ No...t:i:.. 
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5. 'When you established the standards of performance for this form, did 
you use the SaIne standards for all of your men? 

Ye~~ NoL:!. 

(If lli!.... why did you choose different standards for diffe·rent officers?) 

.l~ different requirements for differe~t'beats/duty: tours 
~ different expectations based on offlcer's experlencc 
":Jl different expectations based on officer's capability 

other reasons/remarks ________________________________________ __ 

(If Yes, why did you use the S-aIne standards for all of yout' men?) 

-L department pOlicy/set by higher command levels 
1. equal and fair for all 

- all worked essentially the same beats/tours 
...L.. needs are the same for all bents/tours 
.=.. too complex/time consuming to tailor standards 

Other reasons/remarks, ________________________________________ ___ 

6. How did you establish the standards? 

_,_ department has specified standards (policy) 
.!l- past history of Officers. I performance (e. g. , 
L.L- tied in with traific volume 
.!:I- tied in with accident frequency 
~my own ?xperience!gut feeling 

average) 

Otherways/remarks, __________________________________________ ___ 

-7_ 

7. Di.d yc.u inform your men of UtI) standards you set? 

(1£ Yes, when did you inform them?) 

I prior to this pilot test (standards were already in force) 
-- at the beginning of this pilot test = part-way through the pl.1ot test 

~ertUne/remarksi ____________________________________________ _ 

(If No, why didn't you inform them?) 

...!I::.. they already knew what I expected of them 

...,£"this was only a trial period 

....L. if they know the standard, that's all they'll do 

...A.. don't want any impression of a quota system 
~ don't wish to limit their own initiative 

8, Did you have any problems or difficulties in rating the performance of 
your men using the items on the reverse side of the form? 

Yes-.!/:- No -'-'-- . 

(If Yes, please describe these problems.) 

- instructions unclear 
""-1:. too many descriptors to consider 
~ descrIptors vague Or not relevant 
-::- too many s.crue val\tcS (difiicult Lo decide) 
....1... difficult to abse rYe 0 r i)1fe r 
~ some important descriptors missing -=- scale v;,llues difficult to understand 
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(If Yes, why did you use the same standards for all of your men?) 

I depar~ment policy/ set by higher comrnand levels 
oS equal and fair for all 

L all wo;rked essentially the same beats/tours 
-2::needs are the same for all beats/tours -= too complex/time consuming to tailor ptandards . 

Other reasons/remarks, ____________________ _ 

6. How did you establish the standards? 

I department has specified standards (policy) 
I past lIistory of officers' per[ormance(e. g., average) 
L tied in with trv..llic volume 

3 tied in with accident frequency 
l!:/.. my own e."<perience/ gut Ceeling 

cnherways/remark3~ __________________________ ___ 

til B.e.BI\¥ o~\y Cl!. ~ \.tess 

7. Did you inform your men of the standards you set? 

Yes-!- No~ 

(If Yes, when did you inform them?) 

_,_ prior to this pilot test (standards Were already in force) 
-I- at the beginning of this pilot tcst 
...:::... part-way through the pilot test. 

Othertbne/remarks,~ __________________________________ __ 

-11·. 

(1£ No, why didn't you infcl.I:m them?) 

S they already knew what I expected of them 
3 this was only a trial period .-
..L. if they know the standard, that's all they'll do 
..l- donit want any impression of a quota system 
.:::.. don't wish to limit their own initiative 

Other reasons/ remarks, _____ ~_:_-----~----:....-----
fit g i ~~\ ¥ ~~! yl tc.e H'tl.-.r ~ 

8. Did >,011 have any problems or difficulties in rating the performance of 
your men using the items on the J:everse side of the form? 

(If Yes, please describe these problems.) 

instructions unclear 
-,- too tnany descriptors to consider 
-- descriptors vague or not relevant 
-- too mallY sca,le va1ues (difficult to decide) 
-::3 difficult to obse rve or infer 
-- Borne important descriptOrs missing = scale values difficult to undersland 

9. Which of the following Items on this form are not relevant to evaluating 
an officer's traffic work? 

(Any item within each) 
~. Exposure Measures 
13. Quantity Measures 
C. Rate Measu!"es 
D. Application of Performance SLanrlards 
E. Performance Rating 

Not Relev:1nt 
I 

.A. 

..!L 
-'-

Ltst specif.icationr. and reasOIl~: • AJ ....... hc-v- CIt B'i'NU t ( hoi . i_f"'t"",t.(1) 
• c ....... b.", C,,"\:.b.' J £ut:.toV' IoU It.\:' "Thku e~(, ... t:i!_'H\t 

= · C ... $~1~1i.;,'J.~2.!T.k'l L< .r;~.-.-y 



10. Have we left out allY items that should be pn this form? That is, is there 
some other information that a supervisor needs to evaluate an o£[icer's 
perIormance of this activity? 

(If Yes, what have we leIt out and why is it needed? ) _______ _ 

11. Did the manual provide adequate instructions Ior using this form? 

Yes -L2:::. NO-.!i. 

B-4:Takes Enforcement Action 

deals with the specific charges filed by the officer. 

1. In evaluating the officer's traffic work, how important do you consider 
this activity to be? Would you say it is: 

very important-L.£,. somewhat important~ not very important-=-

2. What specific things do you find out about an officer's performance when 
you use this evaluation form? 

4. Were thln'c any items on this !orm that you didn'~ understand or had 
problems interpreting? 

5. 

yes--L NO-'.£ 

When you established the standards of performance Ior this form, did 
you usc the same standards for all of your men? 

Yes S No-$- NOKe. I 

(If lli!L why did you choose di!!erent standards for different officers?) 

6 different requirements for different beats/duty tours 
-1- different e,:pectations based on off~cer:s exper~e.nce 
..Sl different expectations based on offlcer s capabllity 

(If Yes, why did you use the same standards for all of your men?) 

_ departmcnt pOlicy/set by higher conunand levels 
-¥- equal and tail' for all 
-'- all workcd essentially the same beats/tours 
--lZl needs are the same for all beats/tours 
.:::::.- too complex/time consuming to tailor standards 

• Other reasons/remarks' ____________________ _ 

3. .As a supervisor, do you find this informati.oll is very useful, somewhat 
useful, or not very useful for evaluating the officer's performance? 

very useIul~ somewhat useful~ not very useful-=-

-13-

- User.! j'CO!.A-~ Gl.ve,f"CA.,ft e 
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6. How did you establish the standards? 

-. department has specified standards (pollcy) 
--'. past history of officers' performance (e. g., average) 
.1 tied in with trillic volume 
...!L tied in with accident frequency 
LL my own experience/gut feeling 

Other ways/ remarks. ______ .,.",,...... ______________ _ 

• Al.le.J'Gt..,f)1! o-f n "('o""'"f ('1..) 

7. Did you inform your men of the standards you set? 

Yes-L NOL£... 

(If Yen, when did you inform them?) 

- prior to this pilot tellt (standards were already in force) 
-,- at the begi1Uling of this pilot te~t 
...::... part-way through the pilot test 

cnhertime/remarks ___________________________ ___ 

(If No, why didn't you infprm them?) 

d.. they already knew what I expected of them 
.3... this was only a trial period 
.....L if they know the standard, that's all they'll do 
..L... don't want any impression of a quola system 
.../-. don't wish to limit their own initiative 

Othet reasons/remarks.~-----~~~----~_,~---~--~--
• Eh,G\,\ ofrlQ l+ ..... C1""" t~.t=t pe ...... :<2otl not Bv,,-ilA.ble.{2.) 

-1 5~ 

8. Did you have any problems or dWlcultics in rating the performance of 
your men using the items on the reverse side of the form? 

Yes~ No..Ld.. 

(If Yes, please describe these problems.) 

- instruction!! unclear 
-2t too many descriptors to consider 
-L descriptors vague or not relevant 
- too many Ilcale values (difficult to decide) 

--3. difficult to obscrvll or infer 
-- some important descriptors missing 

_ scale values difficult to understand 

Which of the following items on this form are not relevant to evaluating 
an officer's traffic work? 

(IIny item within each) 
A. Exposure ¥e;\sures 
B. Quantity Measures 
C. Rate Measures 
D. Application of Performance Standards 
E. Performance Rating 

Not Relevant 

-'
.L 
..!I
-'-

List specifications and reasonsl: _____ -==-_-:-_______ --
• R Clt-e. 'T- QI.A.'\'11, aT M t-e' KY'e ::t: \1\ sty"" t t "..,., 

10. Have we left out any items that should be on this form? That is, is there 
some other information that a supervisor needs to evaluate rut officer's 
performance o£ this activity? 
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11. Did the manual provide adequate instructiolls for using this form? 

Yes-'..L No--L 

'\ 
--------------------------.r~~·-----------------------u 

B-5:Directs and Controls Traffic 

deals with the officer'S activities to ensure safe and expeditious 
movement of traffic. 

1. In evaluating the officer's traffic work, how important do you consider 
this activity to be? Would you say it is: 

very important~ somewhat important-L not very important2-

~. What specific things do you find out about an officer's performance when 
you use this evaluation form? 

.AW\o","""t <>t 1;IVke Je!IJCH.~.{ "bel -e..ac..b, c.tc...ttv,·t., (,) 

3. As a supervisor, do you find this information is very useful, somewhat 
useful, or not vel'y useful for evaluating the officer's pedormance? 

4. 

very useful~ someWhat useful....L,£ not very useful~ 

Were Illere any items on this form that you didn't \Ulde~stand or had 
problems intcrpret~g? 

Yes~ NO.-l..!i. 

-17-

5. When you established the standards of performance for this form, did 
you use the same standards for all of your men? 

Yes --=t- No-'-!2... 

(If NQ.. why did you choose different standards for dille rent officers?) 

:3 different requirements for different beats/duty tours 
-'-different expectations based on officer's experience 
.2l. different expectations based on officer's capability 

Other reasons/remarks, ___________________ _ 

(If Yes, why did you use the same standards for all of your men?) 

I deparhnent policy/set by higher command levels 
.3 equal and fair for all 

-'- all worked essentially the same beats/tours 
~ needs are the same for all be!lts/tours 

- too complex/time consuming to tailor standards 

Other reasons/remarks, _____________________ ___ 

6. How did you establish the standards? 

I department has specified standards (policy) 
i past history of officers' performance (e. g" average) 
...:l- tied in with traIIic volume 
..3 tied in with accident frequency 
.1L my own experience/gut feeling 

I I\)ov.'t, S<!+ 
~erways/remarks, ____________________________ ~ __ 

-18-



7. Did you inform your men of the standards you set? 

8. 

Yes-1- No~ 

(rr Yes, when did you inform them?) 

_ priOr to this pilot test (standa.rds were already in force) 
__ at the begihning of this pilot test 
__ part-way through the pilot test 

Other time/rem ... rks ------------------------------------

(rr N2., why didn't you inform them?) 

:3 they already knew what I expected of them 
1 this was only a trial period 
-L if they know the standard, that's all they'll do 
--L- don't want any impreSSion of a quota system 
-L don't wish !o limit their own initiative 

Other reasons / remarks 
• S -t;Gol \'\ c&!.I.v,(s g.\:-'f-'f.-"-~llr'f-7\s-""-!?-...,-.,,------------

Did you have any problems or diffkul,ties in rating the performance of 
your men using the items on the reverse side' of the form? 

Yes~No~ 

(If Yes, please describe t11es~ problems.) 

..-=.. instructions ullc1ear 

...::. too many descriptors to c\lnsl.der 
_,_ descriptors vague or not relevant -= too many Bcale values (gi£ncult to decide) 
.£. difficult to observe or infer 
..:::. some important descriptors missi.ng 
..=. scale values difficult to understand 

-19-

9. Which of the following items on this form are not relevant to evaluating 
an officer's b'af£ic work? 

(Any Hem within each) 
A. Expos\\re Measures 
B. Quantity Measures 
C. Rate Measures 
D. Application of Performance Standards 
E. Performance Rating . 

Not Relevant 

-' 
~ ::1 
;t. 

10. Have we left out any items that should be on this form? That is, is there 
some other information that a supervisor needs to evaluate. an officer's 
performance of this activity? 

Yes~ NO..Ll!-

[rr Yes, What have we left out and why is U needed?), _______ _ 

• :X:\'\th~et; toe c.lf II''' t D ~ ~;,r.(." - Tb c.: 

11. Did the manual provide ;:tdequate instructions for using this form? 

Yes /~ No~ 

(I! No, what was unclear? ) ___ ----------------

B-6:Prepares and Provides 3:'raffic-Rlllated Testimony and Evidence 

deals with the adjudication of the officer's t .. a££ic cases • 

1. In e'lfaluating the officer'S traffic: work. how important do you consider 
tlus activity to be? WouIcl you s<lY it: Is~ 

very important-L somewhat imPortant~ not very impol;'tant~ 



~ ----~~-- -----------------------

Z; What specific things do you .lind out about an ofiicer's performance when 
you Use this evaluation lorm? 

• .s tAec. e. ss i", C.Oc.A'l-t "'" f' ,?eC\.V'o.V\c..e.~ . b 0 ) 

" P;,,-r tle=t.o .... ,,If\e..;;: ~~\d,xt =C'I!eove.ls lA;;u\.v'i.'IAL>I.::.(S") 
"~IA(),\"j."", at c..q(,1oY:1; o.c..±'iviti1!S (3) 

3. As a supervisor, do you iind this iruormation is very useful, somewhat 
useful, or not very useiul for evaluating the officer's pedormance? 

very use!ul~ somewhat usp,ful-±: not very useful .s-

4. Wi!re there any items on this form that you didn't understand or had 
problems interpreting? 

Yes--/.- No-B 

{If Yes, which items, and what was the problem?) ________ _ 

'--....,.",.,---------------------

5. When you established the standards of performance for this form, did 
you use the same standards fur all of your men? 

(If lli!.. why did you choose different standards for different officers?) 

~ different requirements for different beats/duty tours 
_'_different expectations based on officer's experience 
::.:t.. different expectations based on officer's capability 

other reason,s/re~arks " D: f f; C k \t 1 o;;,;-s-e--t-:---.s::-'t,-c..-",-"'-:--a-..,-O(-r-s-":""b-/!...-c..-a-"'-t-c;..-

-2:1-

(If ~ why did you use the same standards for all of your men? I 

..L department policy/set by higher command levels 
..3 equal and fair for all 
L all worked essentially the same beats/tours 
.1- needs arc the same for all beats/tours 
..:::. too complex/time consuming to tailor standards 

~er reasono/remarks ____________________________________ _ 

6. How did you establish the standards? 

department has specified standards (policy) 
"3. past history of officers' performance (e. g., average) 
..!:t- tied in with traific volume 
...L. tied in with accident frequency 
..:t... my own experiencel gut feeling 

I pJ (I ~ Co ) .I (; ... " ... t A" ... ..r" j ~ 
~erv/ays/renaark3~----------------_r----------,------~----
~ , . .\)0" c- $: e. t 3 it. c..q.\A. S:. 3~' ,,:=~t. eo )(0 f e.",; " .... c:."e-

=t, 0 W "t t)I S _g, ~ .... ~ ~ 

7. Did you inform your naen of the standards you set? 

Yes_l_ No 10 ,\ 

(If Yes, when did you inform them?) 

_,_ prior to this pilot test (standards were already in. iorce) 
-'- at the beginnillg of this pilot test -=- part-way through the pilot test 

~ertime/renaarks, __________________________________________ _ 

------------------------------------;r:-_~-----



(I£ No, why didn't you inform them?) 

_,_ they already knew' wha!: I expected of them 
...!f... this was only a trj.al period 
__ .i! they know the standard, that's all they'll do 
..l- don't want any impresl'lion of a quota system 
-'-- don't wish to limit their own initiative 

~cr reasons/remarks --------------------------

8. Did you have any problems or difficulties in rating the performance of 
your men using the items Olt the reverse !lide of the form? 

9. 

Yes2- No-L 
(If Yes, please deserioe these problems.) 

-=- instructions unclear 
-L too many descriptors to consider -=- descriptors .... ague or not relevant -=- too many scalll values (difficult to decide) -¥- difficult to observe or infer -=- Borne important descriptors missing -=- scale values difficult to understand 

Other problems/remarks 
" D', £.( I e..1.1 l t ~t-:<l---:":-ibL-::s:-:e::--r-:-;"'""':e.;---;;;tTr~:-:v~a:-· c,;-=-t7't\-V---

I 

Which of the following items on this form are not relevant to evaluating 
an officer's traffic work? 

(Any item within each) 
A. Exposure Measures 
B. Quantity Measures 
C. Rate Measures 
D. Application of Performance Standard's 
E. Performance Rating 

Not Relevant 
. ...a... 
-A. 

tI.. 
"3 
A.. 

List specifications and reasons: - ~ \ \ Q± t \--t 'eo S I! 'i "'·I(--:-e.'\-=-a.-U7"G\,-""-"7t---------

10. Have wc. le!t out anr items that should be on Uris fonn? That is, is there 
some other information that a supervisor needs to ev-dluate an officer's 
performance of this activity? 

Ycs---L- No I ~ 

(If' Yes, 

* AJee 

il. Did the manual provide adequate instructions for using this form? 

yes...LL No~ 

(If' No, what was unclear? ) __________________ _ 

B-7:provides Highway Service and .Assistance 

deals with the officer' B response to personnel and situations needing his 
assistance. 

1. In evaluating the officer' 5 traffic work, how important do you consider 
this activity to be? Would you say it is: 

very important..2 somewhat important-L not very important .s-

Z; What specific things do you find out about an officer's performance when 
you use this evaluation ,form? 

3. As a supervisor, do you find Uris information is very userul, somewhat 
useful, or not very useful lor evaluZoting the officer's performance? 

very use£ul~ somewhat usc!ul~ not very uscful~ 

-24-
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4. Were there any items on this form that you didn't understand or had 
problems interpreting? 

Yes.--L- No IS: 
(If Yes, which items. and what was the problem? ), ____ -.._--: __ _ 

• Dit(:c.. .... /, "'1:1) ;.·d·.'/!V'~V'e.;.. ""W'\.o",""","'\. aOf t~ ...... oe ee. ..... c:.oV\.\.o.(..i: ' 

..fe V" -t."n: ~~ ~.;~~t=o::.....:v:.-___________ _ 

5. When you establislled the standards of performance for this form. did 
you use the same standards for all of your men? 

Ye8~No~ 

(If N2L why did you choose dille rent standards for different officers?) 

..2 different requirements for different beats/duty tours 
_'_' different expectations based on officer's experience 
.A. different expectations based on officer's capability 

Other reasons/ remarks '---------------------------------
~--------------------------~------------------------

(If Yes, why did you use the same standards for all of your men?) 

....£:. department pOlicy/set by higher command levels 
~ equal and fair for all 
L all worked essentially the same beats/tours 
.A,.needs are the same for all beats/tours 
..::::. too complex/time consuming to tailor standards 

Other reasons/remarks ___________________ . ___ _ 

6. HoW did you establish the standards? 

_1_ department has specified standards (policy) 
L past histo~y of officers' performance (e. g •• average) 
...:z.. tied in with traffic volume 
..!!:::... tied in with accident frequency 
Lmy own experience/gut feeling 

J ~""o""t A ,,~. 9. AJtlY!, 'Co 
Ciherways/remar~, ______________________________________ _ 

7. Did you inform your men Ot the standards you set? 

Yee-'-- No-LL 

(If Yes, when did you worm them?) 

-1- prior to this pilot test (standards were already in force) 
-'- at the beginning of this pilot test 
.:::;.. pa.rt-way through the pilot test 

Other time I remarks '------------------------------------

(If!:£2.. why didn't you 4Uorm them?) 

~ they already knew what r expected of them 
...A.. this was only a trial period 
~ if they know the standard, that's all they'll do 
-'- don't want any impression of a q.uota system 
L don't wish to limit their own initiative 

-26~ 



8. 

9. 

Did you have any problems or diffic\llties in rating thc performance of 
your men using the items on the reverse side of the form? 

Yes-'-- NO-./.L. 

(If Yes. please describe these problems. ) 

I instructions unclear 
-;[" too many descriptors to consider 
L descriptors vague or not relevant 
-- tOQ,many scale val\1es (difficult to decide) 

-'- difficult to observe or infer 
- some important descriptors missing 

-::::: scale values difficult to understand 

Other problems/remarks, _______________________________________ __ 

Which of the following items on this form are not releVAnt to evaluating 
an oUicer's traff~c work? 

(Any item within each) 
A. Exposure Measures 
B. Quantity Measures 
C. Rate Measur~5 
D. Application of Performance Standards 
E. Performance Rating 

Not Relevant 
3 

7 
£ 
~ 

List specifications and reasons:, _________ -'-___________________ _ 

10. Have we left out any items that should be on this form? That is, is there 
some oth,er information that a supervisor needs to evaluate an oUicer's 
performance of this activity? 

Yes--'- NO-.L£ 

(If Yes, what have we left out and why is it needed? ), ___________ __ 

il. Did the manual provide adequate instructions for using this form? 

Yes..J.!L No~ 

(If No. what was unclear? ), __________________ _ 

B-8:Manage,s and Investigates Traffic Accidents 

deals wUh the officer's activity in controlling/investigating accident 
scenes. 

1. In evaluating the officer'S traffic work; how important do you consIder 
this activity to be? Would you say it is: 

very important I ~ somewhat important.-£.. not very important-=-

z. What specific things do you find out about an officer's performance ~hen 
you use this evaluation form? 

3. As a supervisor, do you find this information is very useful, somewhat 
useful, or not very useful for evaluatin!} the officer's performance? 

4. 

very useful~ somewhat useful--L not very useIul-L-

Were there any items on this form that you didn't understand or had 
problems interpreting? 

Yes~ NO...l.£ 

(1£ Yes , which items, and what was\':I,e problem?), ___________ _ 
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5. When you established the standards of performance [or this form, did 
you use the:; same standards for all of your men? 

6. 

Yes"'£" No--L. N" \-\ ~ -L 
, (If.N2L why did you choose different standards for different oliicers?) 

~ different requirements for different beats/duty tours 
_,_ different expectations based on officer's experience 
..£:.. different expectations based on officer's capability 

other reasons/remarks -----------------------------

(H Yes/ why did you use the S'ame. standards [or all of your men?) 

....!L. department policy/set by higher command levels 
2 equal and fair for all 
..2..... all worked essentially the same beats/tours 
.,:d!..needs are the same [or all be!l±s/tours 
L too complex/time consuming to tailor standards 

How did you establish the standards? 

..!L department has specified standards (policy) 
~past history of oliicers' performance (e. g. / average) 
...!L. tied in with traffic vol\lIl1e 
..JL tied in with accident frequency 
1 my own experience/ gut feeling 

Other ways/ remarks -------------------------------

-29-

1. Did you Worm your men of Lhe standards YOll set? 

Yes.-b.. NO-1..£. 

(H Yes r when did you inform them?) 

:l prior to this pilot test (standards were already in force) 
-1- at the beginning of this pilot test . = part-way through the pilot test 

~ertime/remarks ____________________ ~---------------------

(If lli!., why didn't you inform them?) 

-f:L they already knew what! expected of them 
.3 this was only a trial period 

-'- if they know the standard, that's all they'll do 
L don't want any impression of a quota system 
L don't wish to limit their own initiative 

Other reasons lremarks, _________________________ _ 

-----------------------------------------------~--
-----------------------------------------------------------~,~ 
----------------------------------------------------~~\ 
8. Did you have any problems or difficulties in rating the performance 0'£ 

your men using the items on lhe reverse side of the form? 

Yes-'- No /5" 

(If Yes, please describe these problems.) 

- instr\lctions unclear 
.-l- too many desC"tiptors to consider 
-L descriptors vague or not relevant 
-L.. too many scale values (difficult to decide) 
-L.. difficult to observe or infer 

I some important descriptors missing 
L scale values difficult to understand 

Other problems! remarks; _________ -------~------
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Which of the following items on this f~rm are ~dt relevant to evaluating 
an officer's trailic work? 

(Any item within each) 
A. Exposure Measures 
B. Quantity Measures 
C. Rate Measures 
D. Application of Performance Standards 
E. Performance Rating 

Not Relevant 
':2... 

-;3 
7 

,;t 

_1-

List specifications and reasons: _____ ....-__ ~_:_-------
.-n""",e,. "re"do (B) t;\pt =<e-l~lItll"'-t-

10. Have we left out any items that should be on this form? That is, is there 
Borne other information that a supervisor needs to evaluate an officer's 
perIormance of this activity? 

Yes.2- No..i.::L. 

{U Yes, what have we left out and why is it needed? ), _______ _ • j:~~"~:;!C.P.*;qh,.,: tll4:=i:t~t ~aee.IC'ty 

iI. Did the manual provide adequate instructions [or using this form? 

Yea.LS" No~ 

(U No, what was unclear? ). _________________ _ 
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,12. Of these 8 evaluation forms, which do you feel is the most important. 
and which do you Ieel is the least important? 

MostDnportant~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
LeastDnportant __ ~~~~-cq-__ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

13. Do you feel that any of these forms should be discarded from the evalu
ation system? 

Yesd!L No~ 

(If Yes, which one(s) and why?) 

Conducts Surveillance j 
. _ De. tects and APprehendS"_E~C~"r..:;;=-bliU..i .!J..,wc. __ i;..~\I\!2.5~",,'L.l;f:-4~~3il:~J. __ _ 

8- DecWes Action --T--------------------------L Takes Action L.. __________________ _ 

..::t- Traffic Direction 
S Court-Related 

..!i:.. Highway Assists 
Accident-Related 

14. Have we left out any aspects of Police TraHic Service" from this sys
tem? That is. do you feel we need any new {onus that apply to some 
items in an o!!icer's performance that we have overlooked? 

Yel1~ No-LL 

C. Overall Assessment 

1. Overall. were you able to use this evaluation system to draw' conclusiollS 
about the traffic performance of your men? 

Yes..LL No-.t.. 
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Z. DId the system help you to identify any good points or problems in the 
performance of any of your men that you had not been completely aware 
of before? 

Yes.-!1- No~ UI'I,"c:.vt.~i 11. • I 

3. How would you compare this evaluation system with your regular evalu
ation procedures? Would you say that this (new) system is: 

..5" much better • S somewhat better ..3 about the same 
-L80m~ v ;)rse __ I_muc~se 

(I! better, why is It better?) 

-1- ttegular procedures are very bad, anything would be better 
-1b.. Focuses on actual performance 
.JL Based on objective information/avoids guesswork 

oS' Pin!Joints strengths/weaknesses 
.Jz.. Aids supervisor in allocating resources 

Other reasons/ remarks ~~-:::--:------:c--.----:--:---:----
1/1 M"v-e ie-f,,,-il-e 1" C-el"""'f Z'BseV1.S/LJe. t\rl4"1 

(I!~ why is itworse?) 

.::f.... Overemphasizes traffic 
~ Too complex! confusing 
A Too much like a quota 
~ Too t~e consuming/too much paperwork 
_Y_ Ignores/overlooks important duties/lnfp.:'mation 

-33-

4. If the choice were lelt up to you, would you continue to use this evalu
ation system? 

YefJ, as is~ Yes, if modified slightly /,J.... No~ 

(I! Yes, would you use it instead olor in additi9n to your regular evalu
ation procedures? ) 

Instead o!-.!i. In addition to ..s-
5. Have you informed any of your men about the outcome of the evaluations 

using this system? • 

(I! Yes. what has been their reaction to their ratings?) 

_ Essentially complete agreement! acceptance 
-'- General agreement/acceptance 
__ General disagreement 
__ Essentially complete disagreement 

(If ~ do you plan to inform them of their ratings on this system?) 

YesL No...:l-

Remarks, _______________ ~ _________________________ __ 

6. On the average, about how lorlg did it take you fo complete the evaluation 
forms for anyone officer? 

N\",,>, I~ IA.IV\. :: ~ h"",,\' J' 
Hour(s) __ Minutes __ M,.,v.\ .... """""" ~ ISvn.I""'it:.,S 

A ""'1'''':1 ~ :: ..5'~M; .. "'tc:..s 
Do you consider this to be loo time consuming? 

0' • Wi",~ ol~t." 'P'I'oc. ..... sl ... ..1 ,s\'ol.4lJ.= 10 "'\"'l.4tL"S 
Yes_O_ NO_'_'_ .,;,Whe.\'\. coo ..... \' l~"t.c.ly L-\\I\df. .. ,~""d rh ... 11>{ 

~".(t"SHv' I("J.) 
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D. Activity Rcport 

Remaining questions concern the Activity Report wc used in the program. 

1. Do you feel that any or all of your men had problems understanding how 
the Activity Report was to be filled out? 

Yes, all/mostJ Yes, some/few--.:l... No, none ~ 

(If Yes, what parts of the form seemed to have problems?) 
(describe problems below) \ 

, All parts • D,f(:'1c. ",-I t; t" 51A"""- -to \ """,e.s--L"l..J 
S Activity/Time - ~i~ v..""~~tt/l"" ~ t=""~ -£- ~:::~c:; enforcement _ ~ bi ~ 1; ;: i~\ :(~~;.~~) 4,\ S L'JIJ 

I Court-related 

Z. Do you feel that the instructions on the back of the report were clear? 

Yes-,-!::/- No~ 

3. How did you instruct your men in the use and purpose of the Activity Re
port? 

(Check all that apply. ) 

Type of J,!lstruction Purpos2 

if Ct)nducted a criefing/class LFParticip;;!i.ng in a pilot test of 
...!l- 'fold them to read back of form a new PTS ~'valuation system 
L Cave manual to them to read for cight weeks 
-!I:- Gave them copy of illustrative -.Ie. Collecting data, in order for 

example supervisor to complete evalu-
Other. please describe_______ ation 

____ .~ ______________ . ~ Trying out new type activity 

report 
.3 Want to !(Cl an inoa of our traf-

----______________ -- fic service performance 

I Departmcnt wants H. 
Olher "Te 5 t C?"" ly, 'fA -1;\ ",,~.,L. 
..nob ~161; \y'\. 'ljAfe.c..<J .. m'tJ-

.. 

4. Did your men mention any complaints about the form? 

Yes...J.:l.. No_l_ 

(If Yes, please describe any complaints about the form?) 

...1l Too time consuming 

...L1!. Redundant with other paperwork 
.3 Confusing I complex 

-- Badly designed 
10 Difficult to keep track of time/contacts/etc • 

. ,....-'=-:~~:!.l1'1 01.1; t~1:. b~l\\",-r~{l) 
41 t 1(2I-"d pa. f~y" '-"'" ,," ~J 

6. Do you feel that this Activity Report can be used effectively to keep you 
informed of the weekly traffic work of your men? 

Yes /;).. No .s- U., <;..e ... t.,a. i "t ,;;z. 
(If No. why not? ) 

~ Doesn't reflect quality of work 
-y Easy to falsify Activity Report 
-::::;- Information is baclly/ confusingly organized 
~ I get a much better pict·tlre thro\tgh my 0\,"1n observathln 

.3 Truces too much time to review 
..e?... Rcport is difiicult to interpret 

Other reasons / rClX'!ar ks . ....::,,~S:...:h.::tJ"-'''':.!.t7"J.~-'\\u..:tt.'''-IJ''_:''e.=-_;?~..::'-'----'+--'-_,-
"100 }V\uc..V\. ~'trt. .... w~.,.t: d.td. ""c 
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7. Did you review the Activity Reports you received? 

.JL Yes, always 

..:t.. Yes, usually 
I Occasionally 

T Seldom or never 
- Only to make sure they were the~e 

Remarks - Bl!v;ewel <woll' 11'\ O!" C-UV'!.O'lY wo..y (a..) 

8. While the program was underway, did you ever have occasion to notice 
any good points or problems in the periormance of your men because 
of things you saw in their Activity lteports? . 

Yes-1..!2... No~ 

(If Yes, please describe the good pvints or problems you saw.) 

_,_ Allocation of time (types of activities) 
L Number of contacts 

- Number of enforcement actions 
~ Types of emorcement actions -= Court-related 

Good Points 
;;; 

---..!L 
~ 
-#-

Problems 

~ 
-L 
-L 

Other observationsl remarks. ____ -,... _______________ _ 

9. When you were working with the evaluation forms, did you find that you 
needed to refer back to the Activity Reports? 

Yes-1L' l'{o~ 

(If Yes, would you describe why?) 

.J..L Determine how/wl1Y time waH spent Rel'narks 
S' Chcck types/nwnber of contact!! made -------
~ Che c1< type s/numbe r of enfo reement ac lions --' 

I Cheek courtroom ac.~ivitielo.' 

-3'1-

E. Conclusion 

1. Did you !ind that using this system caused you to observe your men more 
closely, or pay more attention to their reports, or change your nurmal 
procedures in any way? 

3. 

Yes~ No.-iL 

(If Yes, how did it affect your procedures?) 

I Rode with men :more irequen:':y 
(, Reviewed their paperwork more closely 

-.a.. Discussion/counselling sessions were more frequent 
Required to give more explicit assignments to men 

--L Supervision took up more of my time 
-L Spent more tUne observing men in court 

Other effects / r.emar'ks . ....;:~~¥_4-.:wI:...:.:.;...:.'--=.=~::.l.,c-'!..:=v~....:...=_ 

_T 

Based upon the current cv.aluution of your officer's performance, how 
would you rank them? . 





{,/ 
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.APPENDIX 0 

PTS Personnel Perforrnance 
Evaluation System Forms 

The system is made up of fourteen forms and two manuals. One manual 
is for management and implementation of the systems, the other is a super
visor's guide to the use of the system. The forms are included here to illus
trate the system as published following its revision based on the Pilot Test. 
The forms are briefly described below: 

The first three forms relate to the collection of data from the 
patrolman concerning allocation of time, nature and frequency 
of PTS activities and the time spent in various PTS activities. 
The forms are: 

Daily Police Traffic Servlce~ . .Activity Report 

Weekly Police Traffic Services Report: 

Both of the above are comrHeted by the patrolman • 

.A Summary Worksheet: 

.Used by the supervisor (or the data processing personnel) 
to compile an individual officers activity reports from the 
period of evaluation. 

The next two forms are sum.rn.arles of the data for the period for one 
officer. 

Traffic Activity Summary 

This form provides the means for recording all of the times' 
and frequencies from the summary worksheet. 

Traffic Activity Measures: 

This form provides the means for recording the measures 
of PTS .for a ~iven officer over the evaluation period. The 
manual contalns complete instructions for computing these 
measures. 

0-1 
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The final nine forms are the eva.luation forms themselves 1 one 
for each of the eight factors and one to summarize all eight into 
a PTS Performance Sum.mary. Each factor form includes the 
following: 

A definition of the factor to be evaluated 

A "performance tl area in which the collected measures are 
entered and where the standa.rds of performance are recorded 
for comparison to each measure 

An flanalysis of performance ll area which includes a complete, 
detailed description of all the activities the officer will per
form in carrying out this particular PTS factor. Also, there 
is a systematic means for quantitative expression of how well 
the man performs each of the activities. 

Finally each form includes a space for a narrative summary of 
the officer's performance 

The Evaluation Summary Form simply provides for entering 
on one sheet the quantified measures of performance of each 
factor1 an overall rating of PTS performance and again a space 
for narrative sununary. 

The forms and in fact the whole system are intended to be modified by 
each departm~nt to suit its own needs. Most hnportantly this requires each 
department and supervisor to establish standards of performance for two or 
more meaSUrery in each factor. (There are In all 40 measures, and thus 
standards, among the eight factors.) The modification can also be editorial 
to adapt the words and usage to the department's own practices. It is not 
expected that all departments wou.ld include all eight factors in each individual 
evaluation. A factor may not be relevant for a given department or one or 
more may not apply to a particular officer in a given evaluation period. 

The following pages are reproductions of the fourteen forms. 
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Moving 
Patrol 

Stationary 
Surveillance 

Traffic 
Road 
Checks 
Planned 
Seiected 
Surveillance 

Fatal 
Accidents 

Injury 
Accidents 

P"operty 
Damage 
Accidents 

Highway 
Service/ 
Assistance 

Asalgned 
.i 

TDC 

As Needed 
TDC 

PATROL TIME 

ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION TIME 

. 

ACTIVITY TIME 

ACTIVITY TIME 

TOTAl. DUTY TIME 
FOR THE DAY 

.. 

MAJOR ACTIONS TAKEN IN PATROL STOPS 

Written Verbal No 
Arresto Cltatlona Warnings Warning_ Actions Alcohol/Drug 

A Related Trallic 

R Ollen.u 

R Other Trartle 
E Related Ollenau 
B 
T Non-Traflle 
S Ollen.ea 

C Movinl 
I Violatlona 
l' 
A Equipment/ 
T Regulatory 

MAJOr~ ENFORCEMENT ACTION IN EACH ACCIDENT CASE 

""'ira~ar.f{,u. Othe" No Investigation 
Violation Violation Enlorcement Continuing 

I Violationa 

0 Other 
N Vioiatiopi 
S 

W Mavins 
W A Violationa 
ItR 
I N Equipment' 

,1' 1 ReruhUory 
l' N Violationa 
.E G Other 
N S Violatlona 

Number oC 
Event .. c BaM Forfeiture 

0 (Violationa Bureau) 
" • Convicted a. Charged • c (In Court) 
1 
• Convicted 0 .. Lea.er Offense 

c Not GuUty 
0 

" "' 01 
.. c Nol-ProB 

T 
I 

Df811liued 0 .. 

DAILY POLICE TRA'FFIC SERVICES ACTIVITY REPORT 

OFFICER NAME, ______ _ 

DATE: _'_' _,_ 

PiI.Jl'ROL AREA/DEA T. _____ _ 

DtfTY SHIFT 

SHIELD NO, __ 

FOR. SUPERVISOR'S USE ON~~r::' 

RIi::f:ORT REC11:fyED_,_,_ 

REVIEWED BY _____ _ 
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.... ~ 
~!ta~ .. ~ .. ! .. w~ 
~"Olo 
&::~zu iCC 

f! ZS~u ou .... 
;;~~e 
!iuii 

n 
I 

f1::.fot 

30 

~~;f! 
-t:!uii 
f:I~>fi aot:! .. 

"'0 
~~~ .. 
t;al:! 
l:l~ai 

Mewln, 
Patrol 

St&tlonaty 
Survelilimct 

Trame 
Road Checko 

Planned 
Seleetlve 
Sutve111~ce 

Fatal 
Accident • 

Jnwrr 
Accident. 

Property 
Dama •• 
Accident. 

Hl,bway 
Service/ 
AI.lcttance 

A .. I,Dad 
TDC 

A. Needed 
TDC 

IJOURS SPENT BY DA Y 

MON TUE WED THU f'RJ SAT SUN 

MON TUE WED THU FlU SAT SUN 

MON TUE WED THU FRl SAT SUN 

MON TUE WED THU FRl SAT SUN 

i:~c 

TOTAL DUTY TIME BY DAY 

MON 1 TUE WED THU FR.1 SAT SUN 

I 
, 

.< '~ 

MAJOR ACTIONS TAK£rf IN PATIlOI..STOI'S 

Wrill .. n Verb .. 1 No 
TOTL Arn, .. I .. CllationlO W.rnlnu_ WOlrnin". Aclion. 

v 

Ali:ohol/Drua 

A R"lat .. d Traffic 

R OUen .... 

n Other TraUie 
E R.lahle. Onene •• . S 
T Non-Trame 
S Olll.,., 
C Mo"lna 
I Violationa 
T 
A Eqll1pme •• , 

T R·aullOtory 
1 Violation. 

M)l.JOR. ENFOR.CEMENT ACTION IN EACH ACCIDENT CASE 

U .. r.iudoua Other No lnveohllahon 
TOTL V 101 .. til'" Vlolatl'lln J::nlorcement Cuntinuinl 

0 Other 
H YlolatiCfl8 s 

WW Mov1na 
A Violatloa. 

II. R 
I N Equipmentl 

.T I Relulatory 
T H Violatloaa 
E G Other 
H S VlolaliOlla 

TOTL 
Number of 

Event. c: DoDd Forfeltur. 
''\. Q (Violahoae Burllau) 

" • Convjcted aa Ch&r.ed • c ClnCourt} 
T 
I Convicted 0 
A Leae.,r OU",ne. 

" Hot Guilty .. ,. ... 
01 Hoi-Pro. .. " :i-T 

I .. Dillmi.ead ,. 

TOTL 

WEEKLY POLICE , TRAFFIC SERVICES ACTIVITY REPORT 

TOT I.. 

OFFICER NAME, ___________ ,.,' __ 

ACTIVITY PERIOD: _,_,_ 
Stut -'-'Ead 

PA7ROLArtEA/BEAT __________ ~ 

DUTY SHIFT 

FOR SUPERVISOR'S USE ONLY, 

REPORT JU;CEIVED_I-'_ 

REVIEWED ~Y ___ • ____ . __ 









Officer Narnc _________________________________ Supervisor __________________________________ ___ 

Shield No. Summary Period / . / to I / 
- start --- -- erur -

Weeks 
Time Allocation (hrs.) 

Moving Patrol 

Stationary 
Surveillance 

Trame Road 
Checks 1---,. 
Planned Selective 
Surveillance 

Fatal Accidents 

Injury Accidents 

Property Damage 
Accidents 

Highway Service/ 
Assistance 

Assigned TDC 

As Needed TDC 

Other (non-traffic) 

Total Duty 

Specification of 
Enforcement Actions 

A Alcohol/Drug Rela-
R ted Traffic Offenses 
R 
E Other Traffic 

S Related Offenses 

T Non-Traffic 
S Offenses 

C 
Moving Violations I 

T 
A Equipment/Regula-T 
I tory Violations 
0 
N 
S other Violations 

W Moving Violations 
WA 
RR 

Equipment/Regula-r N 
T I tory Violations 
TN 
EO 

Other Violations N S 

Number of Events 

Highwayse rvice /. 
Assistance Stops 

Fatal Accident 
Invel!tigations 

Injury Acc.ident 
Inve Btig'at~ons 

Property Daznage 
Accident Investigations 

1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1Z 13 14 Totals 

f 

r 

, 

~ 

G ... 5 

'1'/ 

(Over) 



Weeks 
Major Actions Taken 
In Patrol Stops I Z 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

M 

Arrests 
S 

TRC 

PSS 

M 

S 
Cltations 

TRC 

PSS 

M 

Written Warnings 
S 

TRC 

PSS 

M 

Verbal Warnings 
S 

TRC 

PSS 

M 

No Actions 
S 

TRC 

PSS 

Total 

M = Moving Patrol: S = Stationary Patrol, PSS = Planned Selective Surveillance; 
TRC = Tra.f:£ic Road Checks 

Major Enior«'"Iment 
Action Accid~nto 

Hazardous Violation 

Other Violation 

No EIlio:.:cement 

lnvestigatio~ 

Continuing 

Total 

Disposition of Eniorce
men t A ti Cha c on riles 
C Bond Forfeiture 0 
N (Violations Bureau) 
V 
I Convicted as 
C Charged (In Court) T 
I Convicted 0 N Lesser Offense 
C 
0 Not Guilty 

NN 
oV 
N6 Nol-Pros 

T 
I 
0 Dismissed N 'T 

C-6 

rZ 13 14 Totals 
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officer Name ___________ Shield No, __ _ 

1.0 TIME ALLOCATION 

. 1.1 Total Duty Time 

1.2 Total Traffic Patrol Tlme 

1.2.1 Moving Patrol 

1.2.2 Stationary Surveillance 

1. Z. 3 TrafClc Road Checks 

1. Z. 4 Planned Selective Surveillance 

1.3 Total Traffic Direction and Control (TDC) Time 

1. 3.1 Assigned TDC Time 

1.3.2 As Needed TDC 

1.4 Total Highway Service/Asoistance Time 

1.5 Total Accident Investigation Time 

1. S. 1 Fatal Accident Investigation 

1.5.2 lojury Accident Investigation 

() 1.5.3 Property Damage Accident Investigation 

I 
-J 2.0 TRAFFIC STOPS 

Z.l Total Stopo on Patrol 

Z. 1. I Moving Patrol Stops 

2.1. Z StatLonary Surveillance Stops 

2.1.3 Traffic Road Check Stops 

2 • .1.4 Planned Selective Surveillance Stope 

Z.2 Highway Servlce/Auistance Stops 

2.3 Total Accident Inveotigationll 

2.3.1 Fatal Accldent Inveotigationll 

2.3.2 Injury Accident Investigatlonll 

2.3.3 Property Damage Accldent Inveotlgations 

3.0 MAJOR ACTIONS TAKEN IN PATROL STOPS 

3. 1 Ar.resta 

3. Z Citations 

3.3 Written Warnings 

3.4 Verbal Warnings 

3.5 No Actionll 

TRAFFIC ACTIVITY SUMMARY 

Evaluation Period I / 
otart 

/ I 
end 

Evaluatlon Date I I Supervisor _________________ __ 

4.0 ENFORCEMENTS IN ACCIDENT INVESTIGATIONS 

hrs 

hra 

hra 

hra 

hra 

hra 

hrs 

hrs 

hrs 

hra 

hrs 

hrs 

hrs 

hra 

4. 1 Hazardous Violations 

4. Z other Violations 

4.3 No Enforcements 

4.4 Investigations Continuing 

5. 0 OJ [ARGES FILED 

5. 1 Total Arrest Charges 

5.1.1 Alcohol/Drug Traffic Arresta 

5. 1. Z Other Traffic Related Arrests 

5. 1. 3 Non~Tra!fic Rel.ated Arrests 

5. 2 Total Citation Charges 

5.2. 1 Moving Violations Citations 

5.2.2 Equipment/Regulatory Citations 

5. 2. 3 other Citations 

5. 3 Total Written Warning Charges 

5.3. I Moving Violation Warnings 

5.3.2 Equipment/Regulatory Warnings 

S. 3.3 other Written Warnings 

6.0 CHARGE DISPOSITIONS 

6. 1 Total Convictions 

6.1.1 Bond Forfeitures 

6.1.2 Convictions as Charged, in Court 

6. 1.3 Convictions on Lesser Offense 

6. Z Total Non-Convictions 

6. Z. 1 Not Guilty, in Court 

6.2',2 Nolle ProsequL 

6.2.3 Dismissal 

6.3 Total Dispositions 



() 
I 
00 

TRAFFIC ACTIyITY MEASURES 
;: 

Officer Name ___________ Shield No. Evaluation Period / / 
start 

/ / 
end 

Evaluation Oate ___ _ Supervisor ________ _ 

SECTION A. PATROL TIME DISTRIBU'tION 

Al Percent on Moving Patrol % 

A2 Percent on Stationary Surveillance 0/0 

A3 Percent on Traffic Road Checks 0/0 

A4 Percent on Planne.d Selective Surveillance ____ % 

SECTION B. PATROL STOPS PER HOUR 

Bl Stops Per Hour Total Patrol ____ /hr. 

B2 Stops Per Hour Moving Patrol ____ /hr. 

B3 Stops Per Hour Stationary Surveillance ____ /hr. 

B4 Stops Per Hour Road Checks ____ /hr. 

BS Stops Per Hour Planned Selective Surveillance ____ /hr. 

S:e:CTION C. HIGHWAY SERVICE/ASSISTANCE STOPS 

Cl Service/Assistance Stops per Total Patrol Hour 

C2 Service/Assistance Stop Per Moving Patrol Hour 

C3 Average Time Per Service/Assistance Stop 

SECTION D. ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION 

___ /hr. 

___ /hr. 

____ Min. 

Dl Average Time Per Investigation, Fatals __ .--;hrs 

DZ Average Time Per Investigation, Injuries __ --=hrs 

D3 Average Time Per Investigation, Property ___ hrs 

D4 Percent Investigations: Any Enforcement Action ___ % 
DS. Percent Investigations: Hazardous Violi3.tionEnforcement ___ % 

SECTION E. TDC TIME DISTRIBUTIONS 

El ??ercent Total TDC Time, Total Duty Time 

E2 

E3 

Percent Assigned TDC Time, Total Duty Time 

Percent As Needed TDC Timel Total Duty Time 

--_% 
--_% 
___ 0/0 

SECTION F. PATROL ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS DISTRIBUTIONS 

Fl Percent Stops, Major Action Arrest 0/0 

F2 Percent Stops, Major Action Citation % 
F3 Percent Stops, Major Action Written Warning 0/0 

F4 Percent Stops, Major Action Verbal Warning 0/0 

F5 ;Percent Stops, No Enforcement Action % 

SECTION G. ENFORCEMENT ACTION CHARGE DISTRIBUTIONS 

Gl Percent Arrests, Alcohol/Drug Traffic Violation 0/0 

GZ Percent Arrests, Other Traffic Violation 0/0 
, . 

G3 Percent Arrests, Non-Traffic Oi£ense "/0 

G4 Percent Citations, Mov~ng Violation 

GS Percent Citations, Equipment/Regulatory Violation 

G6 Percent Citations, Other Violation 

G7 Percent Written Warnings, Moving Violation 0/0 

G8 Percent Written Warnings, Equip./Reg. Violation 0/0 

G9 Percent Written Warnings, Other Violation 0/0 

SECTION H. DISTRIBUTION OF CHARGE DISPOSITION¥ 

HI Percent Charges Convicted, as Wl;'itten --_%. 
HZ Percent Charges ConVicted, Lesller Offense --_% 
H3 Percent Charges, All Convictionll --_0/0, 

Percent Charges Court - Conviction, as Written ___ 0/0 H4 

HS 

H6 

Percent Charges Cpurt - Convic;tion, Lesser Oa~nse _% 
,Percent Charges All Court - Convictions % 

0/0 

% 
% 





OfacerNaxne __________________________________ __ Superrisor ______________________________________ __ 

Shield No. ________ , Evaluation Date _.....!/_-"/~_ Evaluation Perlod_-..::./~-'-I-- to 
start 

/ I 
end 

EVALUATIVE FACTOR 1: Performs Patrol--Th1s factor aids the superrisor in determining how well an officer 
utilizes his patrol resources in observing tra!fic to detect traffic law violations. (It is 
£\,l1y defined on Page 5. Refer to the Factor Rating Form Instructlons on Page 49 in 
the Super-.n.sor's Manual to complete thill form.) 

I. PERFORMANCE 

Measures Com:earison to Standards 

D I I I I I Al Percent of time on moving patrol 0/0 I 0 25 50 75 

A2 Percent of time on stationary D I I I "I surveillance 0/0 I I I 
0 25 50 75 

A3 Percent of time on traffic road D I I I checks 0/0 I 
0 25 50 75 

A4 Percent of time on planned 0 I I selective surveillance % I I 
0 25 50 75 

Overall rating of distribution of patrol time: 

D Superior D Acceptable D Unacceptable 

lI. ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE 

Data Sources: Supervisor's observation; enforcement records; citizen conunents; dispatcher's log 

Numerical Ratings: 1 = outstanding: 2 = better than expected; 3 = expected; 4 = needs some improve:nent: 
5= needs much improvement 

100 

100 

100 

100 

Analyses 
Numerical 

Rating 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Operates patrol vehicle and equipment: Shows proper concern for driving safety: does not abuse 
vehicle/equipment; attends to maintenance requirements; uses approved communication procedures; 
periorm8 proper 1I,7lousekeeping" to maintain vehicle/ equipment condition and appearance. 

Fulfills patrol assignment planning requirements: Plans patrol in accordance with departmental 
policy and directives and traffic, environmental and situational considerations; implements plans 
effectively and efficiently; properly interprets plan in light of actual conditions and changing needs. 

Monitors traffic and environment: Oblierves and properly responds to hazardous/dangerous 
conditions: allocates proper attention to times. places and conditions of high accident/violation 
likelihood; conducts appropriate types of patrol in accordance with tra!fic, accident and violation 
patterns. 

NARRATIVE COMMENTS ON THE REVERSE SIDE 

C-9 

D 

D 

D 



NARRATIVE COMMENTS 

,. 

----------------------------------------------------------

Rater's Signature 

C-IO 



~~erNar.nc __________________________________ ___ Supervisor ________________________________________ __ 

Shield No. _____ ~ ____ Evaluation Da.te _~/_~/ __ Evaluation Period _ ........ I_.-I __ to _-,/r.-~/ __ 
start end 

EVALUATIVE FACTOR 2: Makes Traffic Violation Stops--This fa.ctor a.llows the supervisor to evaluate the type of 
Iltraffic stopsll an officer makes. (It is fully defined on Page 8. Refer to the Factor 
Rating Form Instructions on Page 49 in the Supervisor's Manual to complete thh form. i 

L PERFORMANCE 

Measures Comparison to Standard!! 

Bl Stops per hour total patrol 0 per hr. 

B2 Stops per hour ll"loving patrol 0 per hr. 

B3 Stops per hour stationary 0 surveillance per h:r:. 

B4 Stops per hour road \ 'hecks 0 per hr. 

B5 Stops per hour planned 0 1-1 selective surveillance per hr. 

Overall rating for patrol stops per hour: 

D Superior D Acceptable D Unacceptable 

n. ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE 

Data Sources: Interview with patrolm.an; enforcement records; supervisor's observation; dispostion ,..ecords; 
simulation/testing; citizen comments; activity reports; dispatcher's log 

Numerical Ratings: 1 = outstanding; 2 = better than expected; 3 = expected; 4 == needs some improvement; 
5 = needs much improvement 

1. 

z. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Analyses 

ReCOgnizes traffic law violations: Knows the behaviors and conditions specifically prohibited or 
required by statute; knows the elements of traffic offenses. 

Remains alert for likely violations: Knows violation accident patterns by locations and time of 
day for his patrol area and tour of duty; recognizes potentially hazardous vehicle conditionsl 
operations; concentrates attention in accordance with patterns and suspicious/unusual behaviors 
and conditions. 

Operates special-purpose equipment designed for violation detection: Applies correct operating 
procedures for special-purpose equipment: employs equipment properly relative to situational and 
t}nvironmenta1 conditions and statutory/judicial requirements; propedy interprets, records and 
preserves equipment data. 

Conducts pursuit: Ba.ses decision to pursue on the nature of the violation, departmental policY', 
traffic safety considerations and other situational needs; applies correct pursuit driving techniques 
and procedures; acquires evidentiary and descriptive information during pursuit; conducts appro
priate radio communication during pursuit; determines need for assistance. 

Makes stop: Establishes proper command position to initiate stop; selects appropriate stop 
location; effectively communicates stop command to suapect; properly positions vehicle at Bcene 
of stop. 

Conducts traffic road check: Knows proper procedures for conducting checks and vehicle 
inspections; selects appropriate locations for road checks; devotes appropriate time to each 
vehicle. 

1\ \'; 
NARRATIVE COMMEN'X~.ON THE REVERSE SIDE 

C-ll 

Numerical 
Rating 

o 
D 

o 
o 
o 
o 
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.. 

Officer Name ___________________ _ Supervisor ______________________ --________________ __ 

Shield No. Evaluation Date _.....:/:---,/:-_ Evaluation Period _-..!/_.....:/:...-_ to _--,!,---"",,,:,! __ 
start end 

EVALUATIVE FACTOR 3: Evaluates Violation and Selects Appropriate ActionuThis factor permits the supervisor to 
evaluate the various enforcement actions resulting from the stop as well all his skillllas a. 
traffic stop investigator. (It is .tully defir!ed begLnning on Page 8. Reier to the Factor 
Rating Form. Instructions on Page. 49 in tho Supervisor's Manual to complete thla fo:em..) 

1. PERFORMANCE 

Meatrures CornEarison of Standa.rds 

D ! 2~ Jo ; 
Fl Percent stops, major action arrest % is 

D I I F2 Percent stops; major action citation 0/0 
, I 

0 25 50 75 

F3 Percent stops, nmjor action written D I I warning 0/0 I 
a 25 50 75 

F4 Percent stops, major action verbal D I I warnLng % I -, 
0 25 50 75 

F!i Percent stops, no enforcement D o/~ I I action 0 25 5'0 15 
Overall rating of distribution of enforcement actions: 

D Superior D Acceptable D Unacceptable 

IT. ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE 

Data SOUrCI.4' Supervisor's observation; enforcement records; citizen comments: dispatcher's log 

Numerical Rating!,; 1 = outstandLng: 2 :; better than expected: 3 = expected: 4: :; needs some improvement; 
5 :; needs much improvement 

lbo 

I 
lOa 

lho 
I 

100 

l~Q 

Numerical. 

I. 

z. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Analyses 

Approaches vehicle and violator: Keeps vehicle/occupants in view throughout approach; shows 
proper concern for his own safety; positions himself prop~rly with respect to suspect and vehicle; 
instructs occupants to remain within or exit from vehicle as appropriate. 

Interviews violator: Obtains necessary identification from suspect; follows propel' procedures in 
ve:rifying suspect's identification; properly observes and evaluates suspect's appearance, belll1vior 
and condition; properly conducts formal and informal tests to evaluate driver's condition; nmin
tains professiona.l attitude and demeanor throughout interview. 

Examines vehicle: Follows proper procedures Ln vc:riIying vehicle ownership/registration; 
properly observes and eva.luates evidence of equipment/regulatory violations when appropriate; 
remains alert for suspicious/contraband material and evidence of other oHenses. 

Collects aU appropriate evidence: Knows the elem~nts of the oHense, recogni2;es all facts, 
testimony and physical evidence that are relevant and admissiblt:; records and preserves all 
such facts~ .testimonyand evidence. 

Selects enforcement action: Conducts wants/warrants check; bases decision on facts of the case; 
knows and adheres to appropriate guidelLnes for enforcement action selection; demonstrates con
sistency; avoids being swayed by extraneous factors. 

NARRATIVJi:: COW..MENTS ON THE REVERSE SIDE 
. C~13 

Rating. 

D 

o 
o 
D 
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NARRATIVE COMMENTS 

----...,~\J_) - _____________________________________________ _ 

Rater'. Signature 
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Officer Name ____________________ _ Supervisor _____________________________________ ___ 

Shield No. __________ _ Evaluation Date ....... _, ____ , __ Evaluation Period __ __ /~~'--_to--~,~~/---
start .ena 

EVALUATIVE FACTOR 4: Issues Enforcement Action--This factor allows ~e supervisor to evaluate the typo of 
charges an officer issues and his skills in following prol;edures required to file thos/! 
charges. (It is fully de£"med on Page 10. Refer to the Factor Rating Form Instructions 
on Page 49 in the Supervisor's Manual to complete this ;£orm.) 

1. PERFORMANCE 

Measures Comparison of Standards 

Gl Percent arrests, alcohol/ drug Do/a I l-:I traffic violation 1 I I 
0 25 50 75 100 

GZ Percent ar;rests, other traffic 0% j I violation r I I is .1 
2S 50 100 

G3 Percent arrests, non-traffic offense D% t 2'5 sh 7'5 t lbo 
0% b I I G4 Per'cent citatioas, moving violation I , 

25 50 75 100 

G5 Percent citations, equipment/ 00/0 J I regulatory violation 1.'5 .510 15 100 

0% I 
2'5 510 

I G6 Percent citation!I, other violation 0 7'5 100 

G7 Percent written warn:~?gs, moving 00/0 J I violation 2'5 510 15 100 

G8 Percent wl:'itten warnings, 0% J I equipment/ regulatory viola.tion I, 2~ ~O 7'5 100 

G9 Percent written warnings, other 0% J r -violation Z'5 50 15. 100 
Overall rating of di!!tribution of charges: 

D Superior D Acceptable DUnacceptable 

II. ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE 

}:lata Sources: Dispatcher's log; enforcement records; activity reports; supervisor's observation; records personnel 
conunents; citizen conunents; file checks 

Numerical Ratings: 1 = outstanding; Z = better than expected: 3 = expected; 4 = needs some improvement; 
5 :: needs much improvement 

Z. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Analyses 

Inform.a suspect of enforcement action: Notifies llUSpect in accordance with statutory and judicial 
requirements; avoids debating charges with suspect; maintairts control throughout the enforcement 
process; determines need for assistance in implementing enforcement action. 

Issues citations and warnings: Properly completes iorms; provides a.ppropriate copies to suspect; 
explains suspect's obligations'optiops. 

Makes physical arrest: Uses minimum required force; a.pplies appropriate restraint to suspect; 
notifiell dispatcher; collects a:nd preserves physical evidence. 

Terminates activity at scene--non-ar.i'~sts: Returns documentBto suspect; assists suspect's 
return to traffic flow; notifies dispatcher and reSUInes patrol. 

Transmits enforcement records/material: Provides a copy of citations, w;l.rningo. arrest records 
to apprOPriate personn~l/departments; preserveS chain of possession in transmitting evidence; 
compiles complete and accurate notes lor subsequent adjudication. ' . 

NARRATIVE COMMENTS ON THE REVERSE SIDE 

G.-IS 

Numerical 
Rating 

o 
D 
o 
o 
o 

\, 



NARRATIVE COMMENTS 

Rater'. Signature 
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CtlIicer Name ________________________________________ _ Superrisor ______________________________________ ___ 

Shield No. ____ ..,.-__ _ Evaluation Date ___ /,--_,,:,/ __ Evaluation Period _~/~~/~_to __ ~/~~/--~ 
start end 

EVALUATIVE FACTOR 5: Manages and Investigates Traffic Accidents--This factor aids the Bupervisor in evaluating 
an officer's perforr.nance of activities required to control and investigate traffic accidents. 
(It is fully deimed on Page 12.. Refer to the Factor Rating Form Instructions on Page 49 
in the Supervisor's Manual to complete this form.) 

I. PERFORMANCE 

Measures ComE!!:rison of Standards 
'Dl Average time per investigation, 

Ohrs fatals I 

D2 Average time per investigation, 
Ohrs injuries 

D3 Average time per investigation, 
Ohrs property damage 

D4 Percent investigations: any 0 I I I I enforcement action 0/0 0 2.5 50 75 

D5 Percent investigations: hazardous 
Oro 

I 
violation enforcement I I I 

0 25 50 75 

Overall rating of accident management/investigation stops: 

D Superior D Acceptable D unacceptable 

II. ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE 

Data Sources: Supervisor's observation; accident reports; enforcement records; dispatcher's log; activity reports; 
citizen comments 

Numerical Ratings: 1 = outstanding; Z = better than expected; 3 = expected; 4 :: needs some improvement; 
5 :: needs much i.nlproveme~.t 

I loa 

J I 
100 

Analyses 
Numerica.l 

Rating 

1. 

2.. 

3. 

4. 

Properly proceeds to accident scene: Selects best route: attempts to minimize travel time without 
creating unacceptable risks; attempts to acquire as much wprmation as ppssible while en route to 
formulate appropriate scene r.nanagement plans; properly positions patrol vehicle at scene. 

Determines and initiates on-scene r.nanagement requirements: Correctly identifies most urgent emer
gency needs; identifies a.ndcalls for appropriate speci<i.l assistance; conducts first aid when necessary; 
implements proper .procedures for traffic and bystander control; properly positions warning .devices to 
protect scene and divert traffic safely; follows correct procedures foJ,' control/removal of vehicles and 
debris commensurate with investigative reqUirements and traffic/environmental considerations. 

Conducts investigation: Correctly determines need for and scope of investigation in accordance with 
policies and directives; identifies and c.ollects statements from drivers and other witnesses; initiates 
hit and run procedures when applicable; follows correct procedures in collecting and preserving 
physical evidence and nleasurements; takes appropriate enforcement actions •. 

Concludes on-scene management and investigation: Ensures that all appropriate actions hav.e been 
ta.ken; assists motorists in returning to traffic :£low when appropriate; removtS's or repositions 
warning devices a.s appropriate; notifies dispatchez: .oicfer~~ion of activities; prepares complete 
and accurate investigation and activity reports, an~ transmits r~ports to appropriate personnel/ 
.departments. \: 

NARRATIVE COMMENTS ON THE REVERSE SIDE 
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- ---~~--~---------------~------ >, 

O£ncer Natne ______________________________ ~ __ ~---- Supe~8or ______________________________________ ~ 

Shield No. ____ , ___ _ Evaluation Date _ ...... 1_-,1 __ _ Evaluation Period _.....:./~--::-/ __ to __ ......:/_~/~ . .,,-_ 
start end 

EVALUATIVE FACTOR 6: Prepares and Presents Traffic-Related TestUnony and Evidence--This f'actQrIS a.llows the 
supervisor to evaluate the ultimate outcotne of an officer's enforcetneni: u.ctions.(It 1s 
fully defined on Page 13. Refer to the Factor Rating From Instructions on Page 49 in the 
Supervisor'l3 Manual to complete this form.) . 

I. PERFORMANCE 

Measures ComE!!;rison of' Standards 

HI Percent charges convicted 0% ! as WTitten is 56 7b 

HZ Percent eharges convicted, 00/0 lesser offense 
I is r sb I 
0 7S 

H3 Percent charges, all 0 J I I 
convictions 0/0 25 50 75 

H4 Percent charges court - 0 I convictions, as WTitten % I I I 
0 25 50 75 

H5 Percent charge", court - 0% I ) 

conviction, lesser offense I ! I 
0 25 50. 7S 

H6 Percent charges all court- 0% J I I I I 
convictions 0 25 50. 75 

Overall rating of convictions: 

~ Superior ~ Acceptable D Unacceptable 

II. ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE 

Data Sources: Supe~sor's observationi adjudication records; officer's notes; citations and caSe file; prosecutor's 
com.tnentsi court liaison officer's comtnents 

NUtnerical Ratings: 1 = outsu.nding; Z = better thail expected; 3 = expected; 4 = needs some improvement; 
5 = needs. much improvement 

1~0 

I 
100. 

I 
IOO 

I 
100 

I 
100 

I 
100 

Analyses 
NUtnerj.cal 

Rating 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Prepares evidence and testimony: Properly collects all relevant iniormation; selects charge 
appropriate to violation; maintains chain of posaession of evidenceiprepares and maintains case file. 

Prepares for court appearance: Reviews notes and case file: as required, meets with prosecutor; 
appears on time. 

Maintains appropriate demeanor and appearance: Uses proper language and diction: avoids nervous/ 
disturbing mannerisms; is well-groomed: avoids appearing biased. 

Follows correct procedures of testimony and evIdence: Preserves self control; avoids retorts and 
argUtnentative answers; remains alert for attempts by defense counsel to discredit testimony; 
politely insists on being allowed to provide a full answer to a ttyee or no" question, when 
appropriate. 

NARRATIVE COMMENTS ON THE REVERSE SIDE 
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Cij%icerNa~e ______________________________________ __ Supervisor ________________________________________ __ 

Shield No. _______ _ Evaluation Date _-.:./_--:/ __ Evaluation Period __~/~~/---to--~/~~/---
start end 

EVA1';UATI'VE FACTOR 7: Provides Highway Service and Assisiance--This factor aids th~ supervisor in evaluating 
an officer's performance of activities intended to a.ssist the safety of motorists and other 
persons in the tra.ffic environment. (It is fully defil'ied on Page 14. Refer to the Factor 
Rating For~ Instl'Uctions on Page 49 in the Supervieor's Manual to co~plete this form.) 

C1 

CZ 

C3 

Measures 

Service/assistance stops 
per total patrol hour 

Service/assistance stops 
pel" moving patrol hour 

Av~rage ti~e per service/ 
assistance stop 

I. PERFORMANCE 

Co~parison of Standards 

o per hr. 

o per hr. 

o minutes 

Overall rating of highway service and assistance~ 

~ Superior ~ Acceptable ~ Unacceptable 

n. ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE 

Data Sources: Supervisor's observation; activity reportsj citizen r.:o~ents: dispatcher's log, enforcement records 

. Nmnerical Ratings: 1 = outstanding; Z = better than expected; 3 :: expected: 4 :: needs some improvement; 
5 = needs much improvement 

1. 

Z. 

Analyses 

Initiates highway service/assistance contact: Prcperly aSSesses need for service/assistance 
relative to other patrol requirementa; follows correct procedures in positioning patrol vehicle 
at scene of contact: co~unicates appropriate information to dispatcher. 

Determines and implements type of assistance/action reguired: Evaluatell nature and urgency 
of the proble~; provides or arranges for assistance in accordance with policy and directives: 
conducts records checks when appropriate; de.termines need for enforcement action and/or 
follow-up investiga.tion; properly attends to personal and other safety considerations throughout 
the incident. 

Terminateshlghway service/assistance contact: Ensures that all appropriate actions have been 
taken; assists motorist in returning to traffic flow when appropriate; notifies dispatcher of 
resmnption of patrol; properly co~pletes and transmits applicable records. 

NARRATIVE COMMENTS ON THE REVERSE SIDE 
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It 

'f 

1 

Officer Name ------------------------------------
Superv18or __________________ ~====~~ ____________ ___ 

Shield No. ______ _ Evaluation Da.te _-...:/_~/:......_ Evaluation Period I I to I I 
--~8-t-a-rt~---- ----~e-n~d~. ~---

EVALUATIVE FACTOR 8: Directs and Controls Traffic--This factor allows the supervisor to evaluate an officer's 
performance in traffic direction and control activities. (It is fully deimed on Page 15. 
Refer to the Factor Rating Form Instructions on Page 49 in the Supervisor's Manual to 
complete this form. ) 

L PERFORMANCE 

Measures ComEll.rison to Standards 

El Percent total TDC time, Oro I total duty time I I I 
a 25 50 75 

E2 Percent assigned TDC Oro I time, total duty time j I I 
0 25 50 75 

E3 Percent as needed TDC 0% time, total duty time I I I 
a 25 50 75 

Overall rating of direction and control of tra££l.c: 

~ Superior ~ Acceptable ~ Unacceptable 

XL ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANC~) 

Data Sources: Supervisor's observation; citizen comments; traffic congestion reports; interview with officer; 
activity reports; dispatcher's log 

Nmnerical Ra.tings: 1 :: outstanding; 2 = better than expected; 3 :: expected; 4 ::: needs Bome improvexri'e~ti 
5 = needs much i.lnprovement 

liD 

I 
100 

I 
100 

Analyses 
Nmnerical 

Rating 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Assesses need for manual regulation of traffic flow: Selects appropria.te position to monitor 
traffic; observes congestion; detect~ traffic control device malfunctions, haza.rdous conditions; 
selects appropriate TDC strategy. 

Manually regulates traffic flow: Selects appropriate position; properly employs hand signal,; 
gestures, whistle, lighted baton, etc.; keeps intersecti.on clear. allocates traffic movement'· 
time commensurate with traffic volume and flow; manually operates traffic control devices 
when appropriate. 

PreEares for and implements special tra.ffic escort: Develops or studies plans for special 
escort; assists in establishing and preparing routes; maintains appropriate control position 
relative to escorted traffic; "Uses p:roper communicationhlignalling procedu:res and warning 
devices to facilitate safe escort. 

NARRATIVE COMMENTS ON 'l1HE REVERSE SIDE 
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Offieer Name ___________________ _ Evaluation Date _ ..... ' __ --:/ ___ _ 

Shield No. _____ . __ _ Evaluation Period _ ..... 1_--:/:...-_ to _-..:.I_-:-l/,--_ 
start end 

PTS PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SUMMARY 

FACTOR RATrnOS: The ratings should be extracted from the overall rating section, for appllcabll! Evaluative 
Factors. 

1. 

z. 

3. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

B. 

Factors 

Performs Pa.trol 

Makes Traffic Violation Stopo 

Evaluates Violation and Select/! 

lssuea Enforcement Action 

Manages and Investigates Traffic Accidents 

Prepares and Presents Traffic-Related Testimony 
and Evidence 

PI'ovidell Highway Service and Assilstance 

Direct. and Controls Traffic 

Overall rating of PTS performance: 

Dsupedor' o Acceptable 

Superior 

D 
D 
D. 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

Ratings 

Acceptable 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

o Una.cceptable 

qnacceptable 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

Special considerations {include time on P'l'S)= _______________ - ________________ _ 

Narrative 8ur.nDnary: ______________ - _____________________ ~ ____________________ __ 

Actionll/Recommendationll:i _______________________________ . ___________________ __ 

Rater ____________________ ___ Reviewer, ___________________ __ Officer ________________ __ 
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